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Student representation questioned
City ordinance on ward apportionment still being debated after three years
This is the first part of a
four-part series looking into
the representation of students in Bowling Green City
Council. Today's article will
focus on the legalities of the
issue. Tomorrow's article
will present the difficulties
that would be faced if the
city wards were reapportioned.
By KATIE WOODS and
JEFF HINDENACH
The BG News
Exactly three years ago.
Bowling Green City
Council tabled an ordinance that would have rcapportioned the city's voting districts. The city council has yet
to vote on that ordinance.
The ordinance was brought
in front of the council in
response to the Toledo Federal
District Court's ruling involving two University students.
In March of 1995 two university students asked Rodney
Fleming, managing attorney
for student legal services, to file
a lawsuit against the city for
what they felt was a violation of
their rights according to the

equal protection clause of the
14th Amendment to the U.S.
Constitution.
The students felt that the
division of the voting wards in
Bowling Green did not allow
them equal representation in
city council.
According to the equal protection clause there should
one vote per
person. If
the voting
being
done

by

a representative than each
representative must have an
equal number of constituents.
"What has happened in the
city of Bowling Green
is they are divided
into
four
wards," Fleming said. "They
put 45 percent of the population into the 1st Ward. Kit was
equal, the 1st Ward should only
consist of 25 percent of the population."
The 1st Ward is made up of
the University and its sur-

rounding areas. The people
most affected by this are students.
The 3rd Ward of Bowling
Green has only 12 percent of
the population residing it is
boundaries. The 3rd Ward
has 3,499 people to the 1st
Ward's 12,674 people.
"You can see how a person's
vote from Ward 1 doesn't
count as much as Ward
3's vote," said Fleming.
In 1996,
the FederDistrict
court
did

rule that Bowling
Green's ward system was unconstitutional. Bowling Green was
told to reapportion the wards
and bring the reapportionment
plan back to the courts for
approval, according to Fleming.
Since 1996 the case has been
appealed. The appeal is currently pending in the 6th Cir-

cuit Court of Appeals.
Steve Spitler, of Spitler,
Vogtsberger, and Huffman
Attorneys, is defending the
case for the city. According to
Spitler the city is "waiting for
the ruling of the decision of the
Court of Appeals to reapportion
the voting districts."
Spitler said that if the court
rules that the wards are unconstitutional, they will reexamine
them. However, it is the city's
opinion that the wards as they
are are constitutional
Spitler points out that the
population figures used are
from the last census and that it
is hard to rely on those. The
city has grown in the last ten
years. Also, the student population is always changing.
According to B.J. Fischer, AtLarge council member, the U.S.
census figures are based on
where a person lives on the
arbitrary of April 1. If the census was taken on July 1 he
thinks that there would be ;i
different problem.
"We anticipate that the numbers will be a lot closer in the
upcoming census," Fischer
said.
• See ORDINANCE, page four.

Mayoral candidates
share views on charges
By JEFF HINDENACH
The BG News
With the mayoral race coming up, candidates are concerned with dealing with the
issues of the city. Included is
the current tabled ordinance
about the city's apportionment.
According to democrat candidate Joyce Kepke, the city's
current position on the ordinance is to keep the wards the
way they are to keep confusion
at a minimum. Kepke agrees
with the city's position.
"These lines have been the
same since the beginning of the
ward system," she said. "That
is the way that we divide up the
city services and how citizens
identify the city. People don't
want to change."
John Quinn, the republican
candidate, agrees that the
ward system is fair but sees
room for improvement
"I think that the whole thing
should be reviewed every once
in a while," she said. "But 1
think the time has passed to

Theatre ventilation may
not be up to safety code
By AMYJOL. BROWN
The BG News

Photo Provided
The Elsewhere Theatre provides an intimate setting for student
productions. The theater may however be unsafe for players
and audiences alike.

Facing the possibility of closure, the Elsewhere theatre in
South Hall may be too hot for
its actors and audiences.
Because the air ventilation
system broke and has since
been torn out without being
replaced, air has not been circulating adequately throughout
the theatre.
As a result, audience members have had to leave performances because of the heat.
"Elsewhere is a very intimate space," said Matt Robinson a sophomore theater and
creative writing major. "The
audience is right there in front
of you."
Elsewhere is located on the
fourth floor of South Hall in an
area the size of a small classroom. A stage is set up in the
center of the room, with the
audience surrounding the per-

formance.
The small theatre has held
audiences of 80 members in
addition to the cast performing.
Without mechanical or window
ventilation and with the addition of stage lights, the room
heats up quickly.
"By code, it is illegal to perform in that space," said Jim
Dachik, scene shop supervisor.
According to Ron Shields,
chair of the theater department, Elsewhere is still open,
but no shows are scheduled
until later in the year.
"Air circulation is a problem," Shields said. "The theater
department asked the University to check the air quality in
Elsewhere and people have
been out to look at it."
He expects a decision to be
made this week on the safety of
performing in the small theater.
If it is determined that Elsewhere is not safe, the theater

department has been assured
that some ventilation will be
put in place in time for the next
scheduled performance, said
Dachik.
If that is not possible, the
performance will be moved to
another part of the campus
The University is also looking at possibly renovating
Elsewhere and the other theaters on campus, all of which
are in need of repair.
"We are very interested in
getting state-of-the-art theaters," said Linda Dobb, interim provost. "It's been a long
time due to make changes. In
years past, we've let the theaters go."
She said renovating the theaters has moved up the priority
chain, but is still in the talking
stages.
Renovations, if decided on,
would take place in the next
several years.

East Timor teach-in tells students of crisis
By JEFF ARNETT
The BG News
Approximately 12 students
attended yesterday's East
Timor Teach-in, which was
sponsored by the Informative
Committee of the Honors Student Association.
Amy Tavormina, chairwoman of the Informative Committee, said she did not expect
a huge turnout, but she was
pleased by those who did
attend.
Tavormina said she knows
most students are apathetic
about distant issues because
they are also apathetic about
local ones.
"I see a lot of apathy ... for
issues that affect people here,"
Tavormina said.
The teach-in featured three
speakers from the University.
First, graduate student Jim
Comer gave a summary ofthe

conflict's history. He described described the details of the
the history of Timor, a small events and politics surrounding
island 400 miles north of Aus- the situation.
tralia that was settled by the
The events that have thrust
Dutch. In 1860 it was divided East Timor into the internainto West Timor, controlled by tional spotlight resulted from a
the Dutch, and East Timor, con- referendum on independence
trolled by the Portuguese.
for the province, Muego said.
Following the Second World Seventy-eight percent of East
War, the Dutch East Indies, Timorese voted for indepenwhich included West Timor, dence from Indonesia, and
became Indonesia. Portugal shortly thereafter. Indonesian
continued to run East Timor militias began to attack the
until 1975 Comer said when East Timorese.
the Portuguese pulled out of
Muego said Indonesian Presthe island, it became an inde- id-nt B. J. Habibie decided to
pendent nation for nine days. allow peacekeeping troops to
Then Indonesian troops moved enter East Timor because he
in.
needed Western support for
Since 1975, Indonesia has economic relief in Indonesia.
occupied East Timor and a low- Initially, however, Indonesia
level guerrilla war has been resisted stopping the violence.
simmering. Comer said that One reason Muego gave for
more than 200,000 East Timo- Indonesia's initial reaction was
rese have been killed since that it didn't want to promote
then.
independence other areas of
Then Benjamin Muego, pro- Indonesia that are experiencing
fessor in Asian Studies, tension.

r

"The calculus in Jakarta
was, if we let East Timor go, we
will inspire the others," Muego
said..
Marc Simon, a professor of
political science, who went to
East Timor last year, spoke
last. He described how the
Indonesian
occupation
oppressed the province. One
example was of protesters who
would disappear after protest*
Jng.
"The army didn't do any
shooting," Simon said. "They
took pictures."
Simon also said the recent
events in East Timor were not
shocking to a person who knew
about East Timor.
"That's what's so disappointing," Simon said. "Anybody who
cared to know could see all of
these things " He said the East
Timorese knew that the army
was equipping and training the
militias that ultimately massacred and terrorized the East

Timorese.
The speakers said East
Timor's future is bleak Muego
said East Timor would probably
declare itself an independent
nation, but its economic
prospects are limited. The
speakers agreed that the island
is not able to produce a thriving
agriculture industry. Simon
said that there is an outside
chance that an oil company will
try to develop in East Timor,
and that Portugal has volunteered to bankroll the first five
years of an independent government.
Muego said a primary worry
of the territory is whether it
can feed all of its residents.
Craig Haygod, a junior marketing major, said the teach-in
was very informative.
"Now I understand it, rather
than listening to the news and
not knowing about it," Haygod

said.

look into this thing. I think the
legal process should just run its
course."
Although the wards may not
be divided equally based on
population, Kepke feels that
the representation is very fair.
"Every ward in town ends up
with three representatives on
the council," she said. "And
there is one council member
from each ward so everyone is
represented equally."
Quinn also points out the
problem that students arent
always involved in their representative government.
"A lot of students don't see
Bowling Green as their town,"
he said. "They don't get
involved in city government."
According to both candidates, students have traditionally not been involved in city
government and voting for city
officials. Quinn said that it is
hard to keep track of which students vote and which don't.
Therefore, it is hard to gauge
• See CANDIDATE, page four.

Social Phil.
Center
natural law
conference
scheduled
By ARIKI. CASTRO
The BG News
The Social Philosophy and
Policy Center's annual conference is set to take place this
week for faculty and students
who are interested in political
and legal philosophy.
This year's conference, "Natural Law and Modern Moral
Philosophy," will take place at
the McFall Center Assembly
Room through Saturday of this
week.
"The purpose of the conference is to elicit original theoretical essays, which explore
different aspects ofthe concept
of natural law and assess its
significance for modern moral
philosophies," said Kory Swanson, executive manager of the
Social Philosophy and Policy
Center
Twelve papers related to
modern moral philosophy and
natural law will be presented
at the conference.
"I expect for those who have
a particular interest in political and legal philosophy to gain
a better understanding of the
concept of natural law." Swanson said . "They will be able to
judge if there is a higher law
we can appeal to if we do not
necessarily agree with conventional law."
Featured at tonight's session
will be Michael S. Moore, Leon
Meltzer professor of law and
professor of philosophy at the
University of Pennsylvania
School of Law.
Moore will
address
the
relationship
between natural law and
morality in his speech entitled
"Law is Justice."
The concept of natural law is
quite complex. One expert in
the Social Philosophy and Policy Department provides a simple explanation ofthe topic.
"Natural law, by tradition, is
• See PHILOSOPHY, page four.
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Success expensive commodity
It's that damn Tiger Woods
commercial that tops it all off.
You know what I am talking
about, the one with him and his
sand wedge hitting the golf ball
around like it's on a string. The
way he stops it in mid-flight,
starts it up again, and then finishes with a 200 yard sand
wedge that he hits out of thin
air.
For any golfer, player or
spectator, that 30 seconds commercial is nothing short of
miraculous. The sheer thought
of anyone else is the world
being able to do what Tiger did
is almost as humorous as
watching golfers on the course
trying to duplicate what Tiger
does (I have gotten all the way
to six hits in a row — pretty
impressive, huh'). I find myself
envious of Tiger's ability and
skill. The fact that he is the
same age as I adds to the agony
of my own inability on the golf
courseThen I quickly remind
myself that I did not give up the
hist 120 years of my life to play
golf everyday. I did not give up
all of the social functions
because I had a tournament the
next day I played three sports
in high school instead of concentrating on one Perhaps I

[JKiy

should be envious, but in reality I am not Sure, I wish I could
play like he does, have some of
his fame, not to mention some
of his money. But the reality is
that I would not give up what
he had to give up to get there.
He was willing to pay the price
to get where he is today.
You can have anything you
want in life as long as you are
willing to pay the price.
Sound like pile of crap? Do
you think that 1 am shoveling
B.S.? Too bad, 'cause whether
you believe it or not, it is true.
As a society we tend to look
at people whom we deem successful as overnight successes,
We look at where they are at in
this moment and forget the
road that they traveled before
that. Jennifer Love Hewitt has
evolved in the last few years to.

not only into a wonderfully
beautiful woman, but into a
teen dream actress with major
success. Overnight? I don't
think so. Many people are
unaware that she spent over 6
yean as the opening act for
Michael Jackson, taking acting
classes on the road. That she
was in several low budget
movies before she got a role in a
major motion picture. Did you
know that she was in "Sister
Act II" only about 4 years
before "I Know What You Did
Last Summer." It is the classic
line of paying your dues.
My cousin graduated from
Virginia Tech with a master's
degree in I.TS. in five years.
He landed a job in California
making good money and within
three years he moved to a job
with Apple making, with
bonuses, over six figures. Pretty impressive, right? Well, he
works about 60-70 hours a
week, spends an additional 1520 hours on his computers at
home, and has been on three
dates in the last three years.
Would you be willing to
exchange places? I know that I
wouldn't. His road is one that I
would not travel.
It is easy to look at people in
awe of their abilities or smarts.
■»U

Think about all of the doctors
on campus. Having a doctorate
degree is pretty impressive.
Don't forget that it take a total
of about eight to 10 years of college to get one. Everything has
its price. If you are willing to
pay the price, then you can
have anything you want in life.
Some things will cost you more
time than money while some
things may cost you more
money than time. Think about
what you want in life and ask
yourself what price are you
willing to pay. Do you want to
make a million dollars? Do you
want to be famous? Figure out
what you are willing to sacrifice
and then go from there.
You can have whatever you
want in life as long as you are
willing to pay the price.
Next time you look at an athlete, rock star, millionaire, or
some other successful person,
don't be envious. Think about
all that they had to give up to
get where they are and the
price that they had to pay.
Remember that you too, can
have anything in life you want
as long as you are willing to pay
the price.
Jud Laipply is a wildly successful
columnist.
Oddly
enough, he's done nothing to
earn it. E-mail him with your
frustrations at jtldsonQbgntt
.hgsu.edu.
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Question: How do you feel about the closing of the ,
Elsewhere Theater?

Lisa Marcon
.Sophomore
Business
"I don't know
What it is but it
doesn't sound
(*Tgood "

Michael Planicka
Senior
Creative Writing
"It would be another, example of the
U. not supporting
the arts."
Kelly Porter
i ■ Senior!
VCT J
""There's a theater
in South Hall?"

Chris Rohrs
Freshman
Undecided
"I think it's too
bad. You can
really get into the
performance in
that theater."

Katie Player .
". Freshman
- Art
"This is the
greatest tragedy
' in the history of
all mankind:"

Common enemy unites us

Reading center
invaded, robbed
Please help us to spread the
word: To the individual or individuals who broke into the
Reading Center's Mobile Literacy Center and took our radio
— we have your red flashlight
You can pick it up in the Reading Center. 576 Education.
For those reading this letter,
a little history: The Martha
Gesling Weber Reading Center
has been on campus for over 50
years. Our mission is to help
individuals learn to read. This
last year, the good people of
Putnam County gave the University a 1980 motor home
classroom. Perhaps you have

seen it parked outside the Education Building or driving
around campus. It has been
used throughout the Northwest
Ohio region bringing educational activities to migrant
camps, to schools for assessments, and for transporting the
Reading Alive Puppet Players.
We are very proud to have it as
a symbol of what is best about
the students and programs of
Bowling Green State UniversityIt is not a really fancy vehicle inside. We don't keep any
real valuables there when it is
parked by the University motor
pool. Some would even say the
radio/CD player was a luxury.
Not really. Working in migrant
camps throughout the state, we

listen to the weather, and traveling to Toledo, it is nice to
know where the accidents are.
The radio was a gift of a
recent graduate.
In writing this. I hope that
the individual or individuals
who took the radio and left
their flashlight are not students here
Hut, if they are,
stop by the Reading Center. We
have your flashlight. And oh, I
forgot, my Abba Cold CD was in
the radio. Could I have it back?
Sadly,
Dr. Mike French
Director,
The Martha Gesling Weber
Reading Center
mfreneh@bgnct.bgsu.edu

In Tuesday's BG News, a
front page article explained a
University committee's ongoing
efforts to achieve civility on this
campus.
Yesterday, that goal seemed
to have been completely overlooked.
Shouting, name-calling and
dirty looks pervaded our designated Free Speech area in front
of the Union. Throngs of students gathered in huddled
masses, squinting against the
sunshine and hurling epithets
at an infamous visitor to our
University — Brother Jed.
Brother Jed and company
definitely do not inspire civility
at our campus.
His incendiary remarks
inspire just the opposite, in
fact. And students at a liberal
arts institution are not generally tolerant of the intolerable,
namely righteous right wing
advocates.
Had Brother Jed been an
incendiary speaker advocating
anything other than traditional
family values, stereotypical
gender roles, and a good oldfashioned fear of God, he would
not have had a soul in his audience to wag a finger at.
I hate to beat a dead horse,
but it has been remarked once
or twice that BGSU students
are quite apathetic. And for the
record, I agree, with reservations. There are a number of

Letters to the Editor Policy
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space limitations and considered based on topic relevance and
quality.
To submit a Guest Column or Letter, bring a copy on a labeled
disk to 210 West Hall and leave It In the Opinion Editor's mailbox.
Or, send it on e-mail to tayIob@bgnet.bgsu.edu and give It the subject, "Letter to the Editor".
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final.

dedicated, committed students
some greeks, some politically
oriented, some religiously oriented, some socially oriented —
but that number is embarrassingly small.
Okay, consider the dead
horse beating complete now.
While I concede that we students are apathetic and disinterested for the most part, even
Igaspl rude and incivil many a
time, I'd like to propose a
method for us to bond together
as a student body.
A common enemy.
As intolerable as many find
Brother Jed, he had quite an
audience yesterday. Not only
that, but people who would
never usually talk to one another were sharing their opinions.
Strangers were agreeing with
each other. People were nodding or shaking their heads
together. How often does that
happen with random people in
front of the Union?
Brother Jed draws us together. The hordes of students
egging him on and responding
to his sermon were an indication of that.
Few other events on campus
(though there arc some) draw a
crowd like Brother Jed does.
Dance Marathon and Henry
Rollins come to mind, but the
balance of the amazing array
of programs and speakers that
are offered to students generally fail to draw an impressive
crowd. For one reason or another, a great deal of us undergrads simply do not make the
time to attend.
So common interests and
goals — if there are any — don't
seem to be the way to get us to
connect.
But give us something we
can all bitch about, some common experience we can talk

about before class starts, and a. .;;
discussion all of a sudden aris- -■
es. Even the most tolerant of us Z
tend to be intolerant of the :tj
Brother Jeds of this world.
Perhaps this, then, is the J
answer to the University's apa-^5
thetic student problem? We
may be incivil, but we sure can I
complain. The student body's
most surefire way to get along; is to unite in disgust, disap- .
proval, indignance and con- "j
tempt.
;
So keep B.J. and his ilk acoming, and we'll keep gathering around.
Now, I'm not claiming that
this is an admirable quality for j
us students to possess. I would
much rather that we could all
share an overwhelming interest
in East Timor's atrocities, or '
governmental indiscretions, or
our University's bureaucratic
mishaps. A righteous and compassionate interest in a major
social issue would make me .
much happier.
But failing that, and assum- j
ing that student apathy is a
major flaw at BGSU, I think
I've hit upon a goldmine.
Sad it is that humans tend to
unite in hatred more often than
in love. But even this quality
can be manipulated for the
good, don't you think?
—
Mary Beth Murtha would «
like to thank Tina for her keen
observation of this phenomenon. Comments and smartalecky remarks can be sent to J
marym@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
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MOVING ON

ACROSS
1 Prayer endings
6 Capital ol
Bulgaria
11 Easy aa _
14 _ Domingo
15 Works for
16 Ola card game
17 Austrian
noblewoman
19 Play on words
20 Soup vegetable
21 Speaking
spasmodically
23 Identical
26 Immediately
27 Architect Jenes
29 Silly fop
32 Clairvoyant
33 Spoke and spoke
34 Islamic women's
quarters
36 _ on (incite)
37 Cyclonic wind
39 Tap gently
42 "Pippin" dancer
43 _ Haute, IN
45 As well
48 Lucy's husfcand
49 Hackneyed
50 Country singer
Kathy
52 Constrictors
53 Risky
57 Definite article
60 Schuss
61 Slant
64 Mischievous
fairy
65 Evil spirit
66 Formed a row
67 Use indigo
68 Put up
69 City on the Aire

TALLY YOUR SCORE

SIMON SEZ: DO THIS
Today we're going to play one of my
favorite games. It's called Analyze
The Media. One of my soapboxes,
really, but bear with me. Winner gets
a free Snapple.
Ready, kids? 'Kay. First thing to do
is to sit down. Next, click on the
tube.Hope ya got cable, 'cause well be
looking at MTV.
Got it? Now, who do you see?
Guys first: white boyz in goatees
and big shoes. Black boyz in shiny
pants. Latino boyz in lycra shirts.
Notice any patterns yet? Remember, children, you get five points for
every instance of stereotypical male
behavior you can point out. Anybody
smack their bitch up yet?
Oy, you're doing so well.
Take a gander at the girlz now. Big
breasts, sheer bikinis, a whole lotta
champagne. Jump two spaces if you
can identify the inherent sexism.
Twenty points for anyone who gets to
see TLC's "Unpretty" video — twenty
five if you can name the social issues
that video addresses.

Now, the next part of the game
calls for several players and a copy of
Rolling Stone.
Ready? Here we go. Who's targeted
in the ads? Five points if you said the
ads target men. Six points if you said
the ads target men by way of appealing to the macho sensibilities. Negative three points if you said that the
ads portray a strong female role
model to look up to (are ya crazy? I
look up to no one who promotes toothpaste by lounging around in her
underwear).
Bonus points if you read the articles. Triple your score if you can point
out the underlying attitudes towards
white people, black people, rich peopie, poor people, hip people, square
people, men people and women people. Notice a pattern yet?

Are you tired of playing yet? Most
people get tired of this game real
quick.
I suppose it's understandable. It's
boring to challenge your own preconceptions. And no one really wins anyway. Who wants to play a game when
ya don't ever win?
I still think it's a good game to
play. Play it during 90210 sometime.
You'll get more points than Einstein
on Jeopardy.
COME ON, TRY ME
Of course, if you challenge me to
play, 111 kick y
ass. I wem to
Nationals playing Analyze The
Media. I won first place. In fact, I
train every day. I lift Cosmo and
Glamour. I press 24, 32, and 36 channels in an hour. I run around in endless circles of reasoning. On a rough
day, I do a couple hundred laps
around Sports Illustrated. You know
how it goes.
Seriously: a critical eye for analyzing the massive influx of messages
from the media is a handy tool for a
college student.

DO NOT PASS GO
To reach the Boardwalk in this
game, you have to have a critical eye.
You have to really look at what's
going on in an advertisement or a
music video or a song.
To get the most points, you have to
critically think about what kind of
preconceptions are in there. How do
people sell things using sex? Can you
spot examples? How do men and
women differ in their poses in music
videos? Is there a reason for that, or
are we just desensitized to the covert
sexism? I know this sounds like an
essay test, but the questions are necessary to move your game piece closer to Home.
In order to avoid landing on Imbecile, ya really need to challenge your
own views.

BONUS POINTS
Bonus points to you if you finished
this column. Go ahead and pass go.
In fact, collect your two hundred
bucks. Please. And if I left you out of
last week's column — Mandy, Kevin,
Matt, Pete, Nick, and Jeff, I'm talkin'
to you — here ya go. Enjoy. You're
famous now. And you didn't even
have to make The Blotter to get in
the paper.
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provenience
Pronunciation: pruh-VEEnyuntz
Function: noun
Etymology: alteration of
provenance

Youngstown |M-/43°

Date: 1882

: ORIGIN, SOURCE

provenance
Pronunciation: PRAHV-uhnuntz
Function: noun
Etymology: French, from
provenir to come forth, originate, from Latin provenire, from
pro- forth + venire to come
Date: 1785

1 : ORIGIN, SOURCE
2 : the history of ownership
of a valued object or work of art
or literature
Example: "I could find neither the provenience nor the
provenance of the Captain
Mystery comic book I was referencing for my research
paper."
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1 Memo acronym
? Female horse
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12:30 p.m.
Faculty
Artist
Series:
Robert Satterlee, piano
The Faculty Artist Series continues with a free concert titled
"Where the Artistic Life Leads
a Man." Performed by pianist
Robert Satterlee from the
music faculty and Khani
Begum from the English
department Bryan Recital Hall,
Moore Musical Arts Center.
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CROSS
word

9 Established in
office
10 Cash in hand, e.g.
11 Switzerland.
generally
LOOKING FOR
12 Rebound
13 Marine eel
ANSWERS IN ALL
18 Function
THE WRONG
22 Singer Diana
24 Past
PLACES?
25 _ Carlo
GET SOME HELP
27 Ferocity
28 Bother
FROM THE
persistently
29 Minimum
ANSWER KEY —
crowd?
30 Diminishes
31 Teheran
resident
35 Words to live by
44 Historic time
38 One who
54 Highest point
period
confers holy
•55 Voting group
56 Collection of fluff
45 Entertained
orders on
46 Limply
39 Untouched
58 Tilled soil
40 Creative skill
47 Discord
59 Concludes
41 Golf-hole starter 51 Slur over
62 Every last one
52 Actor Stiller
42 Plebiscite
63 Deadlock
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Ohio weather

Mary Beth Murtha
Page Three Editor
372-2603

UAO film. $2 with University
ID. Ill
Ol scamp
Hall.
Showing at 11 p.m. also.

8 p.m.
Festival Series: Ying String
Quartet
Kevin Schempf, clarinetist and
music faculty member, will join
the group for the performance
trf the Brahms quintet. A limited number of tickets, priced at
$30 and $24, are available. To
order tickets, call 372-8171 or
800/589-2224. Kobacker Hall,
Moere Musical Arts Center.
8 p.m.

\

information call 372-2268. Free
and open to the public. Gish
Film Theater.

9 p.m.
visionLito
A non-threatening environment
for those individuals with coming out, personal and academic
related issues. 107
Hanna
Hall.

Friday, Oct. 8
3 p.m.
Men's A Women's Swimming
6 Diving Intrasquad Meet
Cooper Pool.

Noises Off

3:30 - 4:30 p.m.
Education Abroad Informational Session
Learn about the Education
Abroad Program. Call 372-0309
for more information. 1103
Offenhauer West.

Michael Frayn's farce shows
the life of actors: taking pratfalls on the road, backstage and
on stage. University Theatre
Production. For Tickets, call
372-2719.
Eva
Marie
Saint Theatre.

5 p.m.
Divorced/Divorcing
Women's Support Group
Facilitated by counselor Rebecca Hurst, M.Ed., the group
focuses on such issues as selfesteem, creating a "new identity," coping skills, boundary-setting.
107 Hanna Hall.

8:16 p.m.
Die Blechtrommel / The Tin
Drum
Germany, 1979. Director, Voider Schlondorff. A small boy in
Danzig stages his fantastic
protest against society in the
decade before WWII. For more

4 p.m.
Men's Soccer hosts Bucknell
Cochrane Field.
7 p.m.
Volleyball hosts Kent
BGSU meets the Golden Flashes in the first of two home
matches on homecoming weekend.
Anderson Arena.
8 p.m.
Wind Ensemble and Fall
Concert Band
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical
Arts Center.
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WORLD NEWS
Clash in East Timor kills two militiamen
DILI, East Timor— Peacekeepers fatally shot two anti-independence militiamen Wednesday while repelling an ambush
near East Timor's border with Indonesia — the first clash since
the U.N.-mandated force arrived 16 days ago. Two Australian
peacekeepers were slightly wounded.
Also Wednesday, the troubled territory's Nobel Peace Prize
winner. Bishop Carlos Belo, returned to his homeland after fleeing at the height of last month's militia rampage. He is the first
major independence figure to return to East Timor since the violence that forced thousands from their homes and destroyed
much of Dili, East Timor's capital.
Wednesday's clash began in the morning when Australian
troops shot the tires of a truck full of militiamen that drove past
a newly established roadblock in Suai, a militia stronghold near
the border. Four passengers were injured.
Dozens of militia members were disarmed and taken by peacekeepers to the border with Indonesian-controlled West Timor,
where thousands of anti-independence fighters have sought shelter along with an estimated 256,000 East Timorese refugees.
The ambush occurred nine miles east of the border, as the
same peacekeepers returned to Suai later in the day.
"That small-vehicle convoy was ambushed by an unknown
number of people with firearms. The soldiers immediately
entered a counter-ambush drill," Australian army Maj. Gen.
Peter Cosgrove, head of the international force known as Interfet, told reporters in Dili.
The rest of the assailants fled the scene. Peacekeepers recovered two military-style rifles.
The incident confirmed security concerns the peacekeepers
have expressed as they have fanned out across East Timor.
"This is the first time that Interfet soldiers have been wounded by enemy action. It is the first time that Interfet has been
called upon, regrettably, to take lethal action against an adversary," Cosgrove said.
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Associated Press Writer

Proving strength

Associated Press Photo
Members of the F-22 Raptor 2 team are pulling a 60,000
pound F-111 airplane at the United States Air Force Museum
in Dayton, Ohio as part of a fund-raising event.

Melissa Naymik
Editor-in-Chief
372-6966

New air bag reaching mass auto market
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON — At car dealers this fall: new, more sophisticated air bags that adjust their force of inflation to the severity
of a crash to protect passengers better.
It's no longer just a high-tech concept. So-called dual-stage air
bags are on the 2000 models of some luxury cars and several of
the nation's most popular family cars — the Ford Taurus and
Honda Accord.
Safety experts say the new technology will reduce deaths and
injuries from air bags that inflated explosively, prompting a public outcry.
In serious crashes, when passengers need the devices' full
power to cushion them, the new bags inflate with about the same
force as those in 1999 model cars. But in lower speed crashes, the
air bags pop open with at least 20 percent less force.
A sensor in the front of the car detects the severity of a crash
by calculating the change of velocity that occurs when another
object, such as a car, crashes into it. Another sensor registers
whether a front seat belt is buckled. If a belt is being used, the
full force of the air bag is delayed until a higher speed when it is
needed.
"Today in cars we have a one-bag-fits-all mentality. This
changes all that," says Stephen Kozak, a Ford engineer who oversaw the Taurus system's development.
Government officials, automakers, insurers and safety advocacy groups agree the new technology will reduce air bag deaths
and injuries in low-speed crashes.
"It reduces the risk (of deaths and injuries) dramatically in
better tailoring the air bag inflation to the crash," said Dr. Ricardo Martinez, head of the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration.
Air bags have been blamed for at least 145 deaths in low-speed
crashes the victims otherwise should have survived, federal safety regulators say. Air bags also have saved an estimated 4,600
lives in higher-speed crashes.

Ashtabula to celebrate bridges Flooding
Tlie Associated Press
ASHTABULA,
Ohio
—
Ashtabula County has had a
long tradition of covered
bridges, making it a favorite
tourist stop for people who love
the wooden structures.
The county, located at the
northeast tip of Ohio between
Cleveland and Erie, Pa., is celebrating its heritage of covered
bridges with an annual festival
Saturday and Sunday. The
county's 16 covered bridges
rank first in Ohio and fifth in
the nation in the number of
such structures.
"If we don't preserve things
like covered bridges and old
buildings, they are going to be
gone forever," Betty Morrison,

organizer of the Ashtabula
County Covered Bridge Festival, said Wednesday.
Ashtabula County has had
62 covered bridges. The others
were lost to flooding, vandalism, fires and deterioration.
Terrain helped shape the
bridge heritage, Morrison said.
"It was a very hilly and heavily
wooded area," she said.
That, plus lots of trees, said
Ashtabula County Engineer
John Smolen, who has jurisdiction over the covered bridges.
"If you go back to pioneer
times, our area was all wooded.
The forest needed to be cleared
to make room for farming and
homes. Timber was in excess
and they used it for everything
— homes, stores, fences, even

their bridges," he told The
News-Herald of Willoughby.
The county has built four
covered bridges in the past 16
years and has a goal of refurbishing or building one each
year, Smolen said.
The newest was dedicated
Aug. 29 and has a new twist:
it's painted red, making it
stand out among 15 others that
are weathered wood, stained or
painted white.
The county understands the
tourist value of the covered
bridges, Smolen said. He routinely sees cars with out-oftown license plates parked at
covered bridges, with people
out looking and taking photos.
As an engineer, Smolen also
understands that a covered

bridge is more than just decoration. Unlike a steel bridge,
which gets rusty with road salt,
a wooden bridge is preserved by
the salt, and its cover provides
protection from the weather
and bracing for crosswinds, he
said.
Ashtabula County's covered
bridges include several entries
on the National Register of Historic Places, including the
Harpcrsfield bridge built in
1868 and at 234 feet the longest
in Ohio, and the Windsor Mills
bridge built in 1867 and rebuilt
in 1913.

Since then the enrollment has
risen to 18,300. That is an
increase of over 3000, roughly
the population of the 3rd Ward
alone.
"Other college cities have
had the same issues," Spitler
said. "Students live here, but

they are still registered to vote
at home. It's a problem that the
Court of Appeals will have to
address."
"It's really sad that the case
has been allowed to go on for so
long when elections are still
taking place in violation of con-

stitutional rights. Bowling
Green continues to operate
under an unconstitutional system," said Fleming.
According to Fleming, briefs
for the case are due today. Oral
arguments should start sometime early next year.

ORDINANCE
Continued from page one.
bers will be a lot closer in the
upcoming census," Fischer said.
The boundaries of the current wards were established in
1973. At that time the enrollment of the university was
approximately 15,000 students.

PHILOSOPHY-

CANDIDATE

Continued from page one.
a cluster of ideas that represent
basic moral principles and
moral rights that should guide
us in our daily lives," said Chris
Morris, a senior research fellow
of the Social Philosophy and
Policy Department. "Students
who are interested in ethics
will benefit by learning about

moral, political and legal philosophy."
A schedule of events for the
conference is available at
tonight's session or by contacting the Office of Social Philosophy & Policy at 372-2536. The
event is free of charge, and is
open to the public.

Continued from page one.
representation.
But Quinn wants to stress
that there is room for improvements in the system, even if it
doesn't happen now.
"University students who
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have been on council have
always done a great job, so we
are open to student involvement in the government," he
said. "We would like to make
every effort to make the wards
as fair as possible if we could
gauge representation."

death of 67 people

By JOSE LUIS MAGANA
Associated Press Writer
VILLAHERMOSA, Mexico
— Thousands of people huddled
on their rooftops Wednesday to
escape flooding in the Gulf
coast state of Tabasco as a tropical depression dumped torrential rains on central and southern Mexico.
At least 67 people have died
because of flooding in 10 states.
Local media said the death toll
could rise as more victims are
recovered from mudslides and
reports come in from isolated
communities.
Torrential rains from the
season's 11th tropical depression have caused southeastern
Mexico's worst flooding in 40
years and have forced more
than 157,000 people from their
homes over the past week.
"Not even the army's efforts
have been enough. Unfortunately it is now impossible to
control the flow of water," said
Georgina Trujillo, municipal
president for Tabasco's capital,
Villahermosa, 410 miles east of
Mexico City.
The ports of Tampico,
Altamira and Tuxpan in the
Gulf of Mexico have been closed
to all shipping indefinitely, the
federal Communications and
Transportation
Secretariat
said.
Hundreds of eastern Mexican towns and villages were
isolated by flooded roads and

highways. Thousands of people
trying to flee were stranded at
bus stations.
"We had never seen anything
like this," truck driver Armando Rosas said Wednesday after
waiting for more than 12 hours
to cross a flooded highway in
the central state of Hidalgo.
"They say it could take two
more days before we can get
across."
In other states, those vfrho
could not flee clung to trees or
rooftops awaiting help. Rescue
workers rowed boats down the
streets of Tulancingo, 60 miles
northeast of Mexico City. Some
50,000 people were evacuated
in Tulancingo after officials had
released water from a dam that
was threatening to overflow on
Tuesday.
Military troops and civil protection workers were called to
help with emergency efforts
throughout the region.
Newspapers and television
stations in Mexico City urged
people to bring food, clothing,
blankets and medicine for the
victims to collection centers in
the capital.
Tropical Depression No. 11,
centered about 150 miles northnortheast of Veracruz, weakened Wednesday afternooji,
according to the U.S. National
Hurricane Center. But forecasters said heavy rains were likely
to continue over eastern Mexico.

BGSU HOMECOMING 7999 EVENTS SCHEDULE
TODAY. OCTOBER 7

FRIDAY. OCTOBER 8

HOMECOMING DANCE
Sponsored by UAO a USG
Kick up your heels in the ballroom on the 2nd
floor ol iheSludent Union FREE refreshments1
7 30PM-9 30PM

PEP RALLY
Come and cheer on the falcons1 Hear the
announcements of the Homecoming Court and
see the BGSU spirit cheerleaders. Freddw and
Freida. SIC-SIC. and the BGSU Falcons Marching
band Stay after the Pep Rally lor live music
irom the BIG CREAK and a spectacular
FIREWORKS display!
Located on the intramural Fields
Begins al 7 00PM

FALL MOVIE SPECIAL: NOTTING HILL
Relax and unwind with Julia and Hugh!
Admission $1 00 bursarable
■ 111 Olscamp Hall 8 00PM

FALL MOVIE SPECIAL: NOTTING HILL
Relax and unwind with Julia and Hugh1
Admission St 00 bursarable
• 111 OHcamp Hail 8 00PM

FRIDAY, OCTOBER S
SPIRIT DAY
Wear your orange and brown get rewarded for
your spirit
HOMECOMING APPAREL AND MERCHANDISE SALE
Dress In BGSU'S besli
Student Union Foyer 10 00AM-4 00PM

SATURDAY. OCTOBER 9
MM

i"'%
1T
r
£*
Zfalcvm

19*9 HOMECOMING PARADE
Flaunt your funky feathers and show your falcon
pride!
Sign up to participate at 330 Student Union
Parade begins 10 30AM In Lot E (smoke slacks)
and ends at the stadium before the Homecoming
game
HOMECOMING FOOTBALL GAME
BGSU Falcons vs Miami University Redhawks
FREE to all BGSU students with a valid ID
Doyt L Perry Stadium 1 00PM
HOCKEY GAME
BGSU vs University ol Toronto
• BGSU Ice Arena 4 05PM
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SPORTS

Wright State, wrong team wins
By NICK HURM
The BG News
A diamond is a diamond,
a gem is a gem, and for
the Bowling Green
volleyball team, a win is a win.
The BG at Wright State
game was not the prettiest
match ever. Yellow cards were
• being thrown out, a hostile
crowd taunted some of the Falcon players, and celebration
dances resembled renditions of
the hokey-pokey. Despite all the
chaos, BG pulled out a five set
thriller over the Raiders 15-8,
! 7-15, 15-9, 13-15, 15-13.
■ "A win is definitely a win,"
BG senior setter Heather Greig
said. "I think we should have
taken the match more easily
than we did, but it was great
that we persevere. It was good
■ for our team character."
The game was somewhat
. controversial with many ques; tionable
calls,
especially
: against BG. Falcon coach
' Denise Van De Walle was given
; two yellow cards for questioni ing the line judge.
Another yellow card was
given to Greig for taunting,
although tension between both
teams was evident. Fingers
; were pointed and words were
. said. The crowd added into the
■ tension chanting things to distract BG players.
Two Falcon seniors put up
career numbers in the match.
Middle-hitter Lori Kemerer
-joins Lisa Mika (1988-91) and
"Tammy Schiller as only the
third Falcon in the history of
•the program to put up 1,000
career digs and kills, while
adding 400 career blocks. Leftside hitter Melissa Lewis
racked up 31 kills in the game
and had a .371 attack percentage. It was the first time in her
career that Lewis had over 30
kills in a game.
"It's something nice for
myself, but I would rather win,"

Lewis said. "Anyway 1 can contribute to the team is what
matters. If I get the ball to contribute, then I want the ball."
Sophomore Karen Tangeman
also had a career night starting
her first game of the season in
front of her hometown crowd.
Tangeman had three crucial
service aces, including one in
the fifth game. She also had 13
digs to shatter her old record of
three.
Like the Miami game Saturday, the Falcons came out
unstoppable. BG
racked up
points like a pin ball machine,
taking a commanding 14-2
lead. But then something hit
the Falcons like it has many
times this season. It's like an
episode of Charlie Brown where
the rain cloud looms over his
head and stays there. The dark
cloud built up right over the
Falcons. Now it was the
Raiders ringing up the points.
Before the Falcons knew it, the
score was 14-8. BG sophomore
middle hitter Katie Rommeck
gave the team a much needed
side out, and a hitting error by
the Raiders assured the Falcons game one.
"There were times when we
got a little frantic but I think
we did calm it down," Greig
said. "We stayed at the same
level, then dropped down a little and they would raise there
play. That's why I think we
went a little passive against
them."
By game two Wright State
definitely had the momentum.
Raiders middle hitter Liza
Osterhage and senior outside
hitter Erica Miller combined to
shut down the Falcons with big
blocks and thumping kills.
From there it was back and
forth. The two teams were playing a game of who can top who.
The last three games featured
some
unbelievable
rallies
between both teams.
By game five the momentum
started to shift to the Raiders.

Wells
named
runners
coach

BG News Photo/ BEN FRENCH
Falcon senior setter Heather Greig shows the Anderson Arena fans her vertical as she sets the
ball over the net in an earlier match. Sophomore middle hitter Katie Rommeck looks on.

WSU came out to take a 3-1
lead and the crowd was louder
than ever. But the Falcons
stayed tail to tail with the
Raiders. Anytime that Wright
State would score, BG would
answer right back with a point
of their own. The Falcons took
their first lead of the match at
12-11 and from there never
looked back. Senior right-side

hitter Kris Pesorda probably
had the block of her life that
gave the Falcons a 13-11 lead.
Lewis finished off the Raiders
with the final two kills.
"In the fifth game we definitely had a lot of composure,
Greig said. "We chipped away
at the score board. We could
have been frantic and might
have lost if we did."

The Falcons have a big weekend ahead with two MAC
games scheduled. Friday the
Falcons will battle Kent at
Anderson at 7 p.m. Saturday,
BG will celebrate its tenth
anniversary of its first MAC
championship. Former players
will be present as the Falcons
battle Ohio at 7 p.m.

Club teams have busy week ahead
By WENDY WELLMAN
The BG News
This past weekend, the
Bowling Green men's rugby
team had a forfeit in their Aand C-side game with Ferris
State on Saturday. The Falcon
ruggers' C-side will be away
next Saturday at Ohio State Marion at 1 p.m., while all four
sides compete away against
Ohio State University on Sunday at 1 p.m.

r

To the disappointment of the
players, the BG women's rugby
game was also canceled last
weekend. Their B-side takes to
the home field this Saturday at
11 a.m. with Grand Valley
State University. On Saturday
October 16, the A-side will play
at home against Michigan
State University.

The BG women's ice hockey
team takes to the ice for their

home opener Saturday at 10:15
p.m. against Michigan State
University. This will be the
clubbers first Central Collegiate Women's Hockey Association game since they left the
league in 1997.

After winning their first
home game this past weekend
with Grand Valley State, the
BG men's ice hockey club will
be away this weekend, compet-

ing at Michigan State Friday at
10 p.m. and at Oakland Saturday at 7 p.m. Since this is Oakland's first year in the Michigan Collegiate Hockey Conference, their university president
will be on hand for a ceremonial puck drop.

The BG men's water polo
team will be traveling to Kalama/.oo, Michigan, this weekend
to compete in the second of

three league tournaments held
by the Collegiate Water Polo
Association. The team is coming off of a disappointing forfeit
in Notre Dame in September
after not being able to field
enough players. However, team
president Jeremy Mclntyre
said there will be plenty of
players going this weekend for
this league competition.

By MATTHEW P. LYONS
The BG News
At last the search is over and
the BG women's cross country
have a new coach. Cami Wells
has been named to the position
by athletic director Paul Krebs.
She will also serve as assistant
track and field coach.
Wells comes to the university
from Wichita State University
where she served as a graduate
assistant coach while earning
her masters. Eventually she
was named coach of the cross
country program. She held that
position for two years.
Along with her duties as
head cross country coach, she
also served as assistant track
coach. Some of her successes at
WSU included two conference
track champions and six medal
winners in distance events
ranging from the 1,500 to the
10,000 meter races.
Before coaching at WSU,
Wells volunteered at Dickinson
State University in Dickinson,
North Dakota (1997 land as an
assistant at Blaine High School
in Blaine, Minnesota (1996).
Wells earned her undergraduate degree from Drake University in 1995. She captioned
the cross country and track
teams while at Drake and
earned all-conference honors a
total of eight times.
Wells is excited to take the
coaching position of the Falcon
women's cross country team.
"I am very happy to have the
job," said Wells. "I have to
adjust just a little. I am used to
coaching a men's and women's
combined program of 20 to 25
runners. Here I have a women's
team of about 30."
Wells replaces women's track
coach Steve Price. Price left BG
in June to become athletic
director at Lehman High
School in Sidney, Ohio.
Wells has been on the job
since September 13. Thus far in
her tenure as head coach the
Falcon women have taken second out of 11 teams at the Mel
Brodt Invitational here at BG,
and 12th out of 21 teams at the
Notre Dame Invitational.

n

40tF) Sttmuersiarp Series
CelebKcmnq BG's 1959 'Swall Schools Narwnal Championship' season

■

This is the second part ofa weekly series which will relive the BG football team's only perfect season. This week in 1959, the Falcons continued their quest which inevitably led to recognition as
the top 'small school' in the country, defeating Dayton improving to 2-0. Every week an article will be run from the 1959 BG News.

Falcons clip wings of Dayton Flyers; Colburn, Casey pace 14-0 victory

BO New* Photo Archives
f)A Dayton defender makes one of four Flyer interceptions
against BG.

MisaasBjs*.

The Bowling Green Falcons
earned a hard fought 14-0
decision over Dayton last Saturday afternoon in the rain, at
the University Stadium. The
Falcons scored touchdowns in
the first and final periods.
More than 7,500 spectators,
including 1,500 high school
band members, were on hand
at the beginning of the game.
Nearly 3,000 fans left for shelter on the first play from
scrimmage as the first of the
driving rain showers came.
Bowling Green drew first
blood when Bob Colburn scampered seven yards on a bootleg
play for a touchdown. Chuck
Ramsey converted the PAT
and the Falcons were out in
front 7-0 with 10:07 remaining
in the first period.

Ray Kwiatkowski, the Falcons middle guard on defense,
recovered a Dayton fumble on
their 33-yard line starting BG
on its first scoring drive.
The Falcons final tally came
midway in the fourth quarter,
as Roger Klicman plunged off
left guard for three yards and
a touchdown. Ramsey booted
his second conversion of the
afternoon, making the score
14-0, where it remained.
Early in the second period,
BG missed a good opportunity
to score when a Colburn pass
was intercepted in the Dayton
end zone by a Flyer defender.
The Falcons again came close
to scoring late in the second
quarter, but Chuck Comer,
finding the wet pigskin hard
to handle, fumbled the ball on

the Dayton 2-yard line and the
Flyers recovered
Bowling Green received the
opening kick-off to start the
second half and for a third
time came Close, but did not
score. This time it was Colburn who, on fourth down and
one yard to go for a TD,
attempted to sneak the ball
over, but ran head-on into a
stone wall of Dayton defenders.
Bernie Casey led the
ground gainers for the Falcons
with a total of 35 yards on
eight carries. Colburn paced
BG in the passing department
as he connected on 7-of-15
passes for 105 yards.
Fullback Vince Palyan
gained the most yardage for
the Flyers as he chalked up

Bernie Casey
ten yards in seven carries.
Quarterback, Dan Laughlin,
led the Dayton team in passing by completing 4-of-9 for 17
yards.
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■CHEDULE
COLUMBUS. (III... Al'
II.™ a i-lali- pam-l "I -|.»l- writi-ri. aiirl
hmadcast.-rv ratx-s Ohio high school football teams ill thi- third of i-iKht
weekly 1999 Associated Presa poll, by OMSAA divisions, with won-lost
record ai. * total oointa (Hrsl place voles in parentheaesl
DIVISION I
6-0
354
1. Crove City 1291
50
273
2, Cm St Xavier(2l
3. Youngs Roardman
60
232
4, Maaaillon Washington (1 60
223
207
5. Cin Elder I3I
60
167
5 1
6. Canton McKinley
60
143
7. CentervillelZI
6-0
122
8. Brunswick
51
94
9. Cleve St Ignatius
10. Worthington Kilbounie
6-0
54
Others receiving 12 or more points 11. Solon 42 12. Sh ikrr 111.
20 13 i tie l. Tbl Whinner. Logan 16 15. N Canton Heet r 14 16.
Huber His Wayne. Mayficld 12
DIVISION II
1. Cola Brookhaven H
60
321
60
300
2, Dover (12)
60
236
3. Piqualll
4. Trenton Edgewood (2)
60
176
172
S.Cuy Falls Walsh Jesuit 13* 1
5 1
164
6. Mentor Lake Cath
7. Unionlown Lake
5-1
133
131
8. Maryavillrili
60
5 1
57
9, Lebanon
60
56
10, Madison 11 1
Oth'rs receiving 12 or more points 11. Cm Mi-Nicholas 51 12.
Macedonia Nordoma ill 41 13, Kings Mills Kings Cll 36 14. Cols
Independence 25 15. Grafton Midview ill 21 16 tliel. Tillm
Columbian, Whitehouse Anthony Wayne. Wadsworth 13
DIVISION 111
1. Lima Bath [161
2. Bellbrooki5>
3. Poland Seminary iG"
4. Copley (21
5. Cola Walterson
6. Steubenville (21

6-0
308
6-0
254
60
240
6-0
197
5 1
160
5 1
159
7. Orrville 111
5 1
144
8. Bellevue'21
5-0
137
51
87
9. Cm Purcell Marian < 11
10. Jackson 11 >
6-0
78
Others receiving 12 or more points 11. Cols DeSales '2' 41 12,
Milleraburg W Holmes 30 13. Thomville Sheridan 2.1 14 life),
Louisville 111. Perry 18 16. Akron lloban 16 li. Shelby 12
DIVISION IV
l.Vnuugs Mooneyi9l
2. Wheelersburgi9)
3. Chagnn Falls 171
4. Gemianln Val Viewi2l
6. Cin-Wyoming i2>
6<tie). Sand Perkins I2I
Bellairel3l
8. Campbell Memorial 2
9, Bcllville Clear Fork
III In- I'lnOak Harbor
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Wrestler paralyzed in the ring

Wednesday's Sports Tri
By The Associated Press
BASEBALL
National League
CHICAGO CUBS— Released OF Lena) Johraen Purchased the
contract of INF Julio Zulcta from We-t lenneeeei of the Southern
League
CINCINNATI REDS Claimed 1 IIP Heath Murray oH waivers
from the San Diego Padres
FLORIDA MARLINS-Ai unced KHP Dennla Springer has
ixernsi-d his right to free agency Optioned INF OF John Roskos and
INF Chris Clapinski to Calgary of UK PCI.
PHILADELPHIA PHILLIES--Claimed SS Mil Martnie, off
waivers from Kansas City anil HUP Carlos Reyes oil waiver-, Innn
San Dug,. Senl LHP Billy Bn-m-r. RHP Mike Once, RHP Joe Grahe.
INFTurcy Uvullo. RHP Ryan NyC 1(1 IP (hail Op-.i and LliPYorkls
I'ere/ uiilnghl to Si-rantoli/Wllkes B.irre ol till- liilernatiolial League
KOOTBA1.I.

aaaary
Monday, Oct 11
Beaten al Cleveland, *09 pa iESPNior8 17 pm (POX), if nee
Nationul LeuKue
Allanl.i vs. Houston
Tuesday. Oct. 5
Houston 6. Atlanta 1. Houston leads sern- 1 I)
Wednesday. Oct. 6
Hnusluli I Luna 21 101 al Atlanta Millwood 18 71.4 09 pm [ESPN
Friday, Oct. 8
Atlanta iGlavine 1:11.,: Houston (Hampton 22-41. 4 09 pro
lESPNl
Saturday, Oct. 9
Atlanta al Houston. 1:06 p.m.. if naceaaar) KSI'N
Sunday. Oct. 10

National Football LeaunM
C1.EVELAN0 BROWNS-Signed l)T Bill Duff

MIAMI DOLPHINS --Signed T Mike Sheldon
NEW YORK JETS—Sigiusl S (
r Stuutnure Sigmsd LB Casey
Dailey from the practu-e squad Sigiu-d l)L Dennil USiilliv.in to the
practice squad Plai-ed CB Oils Stnilli and LB Chad C.i-radden Ml
injured raaerve

Arizona vs. New York
Tuesday. Oct. 5

New York 8. Arizona 4. New York leads series 1(1
Wednesday. Oct. 6

UNIONDALE, NY. (AP) — A World Wrestling
Federation star was paralyzed below the waist
after fracturing his neck during a match at the
Nassau Coliseum — the second professional
wrestling tragedy in five months.
Darren Drozdov, a tattooed, body-pierced wrestler
known simply as "The Droz," underwent three
hours of surgery Wednesday to relieve pressure on
his damaged neck.

Reds pick up local pitcher
CINCINNATI (AP) — The Cincinnati Reds on
Wednesday claimed a pitcher who had been
waived by the San Diego Padres, and named a
director of international scouting..
Left-hander Heath Murray, 26, was 0-4 with a
5.76 earned run average this season in eight starts
and 14 reliei appearances. He allowed 60 hits,
struck, out 25 batters and walked 26 in 50 innings
pitched.

IIOCKKY
National Hockey la-ague
FLORIDA PANTHERS-R....Hed G Rich Shulmiatra from
lanlisville ol UieAIII.
SAN JOSE SHARKS- Re sign.-,! I.W Dive lowrv

Btottlenyie 6-3). 11:09 pm

Saturday, On. 9
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Fi

44
34
20
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Cleveland al Boston. 1 09 p m I ESPN i or 7 50 p m i FOX i. if mi

Deal 16 9 al No» Vbra Reed 1161.6 10 p m
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Friday. Oct H

Thf Eastern lemur of Professional Baseball
Clubt announced former Bowling Green slugger
Andy Tracy received the Chase Manhattan Bank
Eastern League Most Valuable Player.
The BO native set a modern franchise record
with the Harrisburg Senators recording 128 RBI's
and he was second on the circut with 37 home
runs. Tracy also finished first in extra-base hits
(65), fifth in slugging percentage (.560), and third
in runs scored (96).
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Postseason Hasi-I.all
lly 1 he AaeOCUUd Press
DIVISION BOTH
(D«»l of 61
Amerlran la-ague
New York vs. Triaa
Tuesday, Oct. 5
ii, -1 ii
New York S. Ikaai ii. Ne» York leads
Thursday, Oct. 7
Tciasillelling 13 -1 ■ • at New York ipeltitle 14 Hi. ft 17 p ni iFOXl

SXXXER
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Major I , ague Soccer
LOS ANOF1.ES GALAXY
Ialtinan

ceeaar) ESPN.' or ESPNi
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Murray is trom Troy, Ohio, and still lives there.
The Reds also named lorge Oquendo to be director ol international scouting. (Xjuendo was Latin
America scouting ctxirdinator lor the New York

Yankees in 1995-98.

Millwood's pitching ties up series Houston beats
out L. A for next
NFL franchise

By PAUL NEWBERRY
AP Sports Writer

ATLANTA — The Atlanta
Braves must be wondering why
they didn't use Kevin Millwood
in the last two postseasons.
Showing that he's now the
best starter on a staff filled
with Cy Young winners, Millwood threw the first postseason
one-hitter by one pitcher in 32
years to give the Braves a critical 5-1 victory over the Houston
Astros on Wednesday, evening
their first-round series at one
game apiece.
"I was a little nervous before
the game," Millwood said. "But
once I was on the mound, it was
just like any other start."
The 24-year-old Millwood,
who allowed a second-inning
home run to Ken Caminiti —
stepped up this season while
Greg Maddux, Tom Glavine and
John Smoltz — with seven Cy
Youngs among them — went
through assorted struggles.
It was the first complete
game one-hitter in the postseason since Game 2 of the 1967
World Series, when Boston's
Jim Lonborg beat the St. Louis
Cardinals 5-0. allowing a double to Julian Javier with two
outs in the eighth. Tom Glavine
and Mark Wohlers combined on
a one-hitter for the Braves
against Cleveland in Game 6 of
the 1995 World Series.
"You don't throw a one-hitter
every day," Millwood said "It
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Associated Press photo

Atlanta Braves pitcher Kevin Millwood throws the first one-hitter
in postseason play since 1967 in the Braves victory.
was a lot of fun Everything
was working. My fastball was
good. My curveball was good.
My slider was good "
With the Braves in a virtual
must-win situation after losing
the first game 6-1 Tuesday,
Millwoixl shut down the Astros,
retiring 15 in a row after
Caminiti's homer.
The streak was broken when

third baseman Chipper Jones
booted a grounder with one out
in the seventh, but the error
didn't bother his pitcher.
Millwood got the next two
batters on grounders. The
Braves broke open a 2-1 game
with three runs in the bottom
half on Brian Jordan's sacrifice
fly and run,-sconng singles by
Ryan Klesko and Andruw

BG
MAYS

Jones.
Millwood, 18-7 during the
regular season, didn't pilch at|
all the last two postseason!
while the Braves were knocked
out in the NL championshi]
series — even though he win
17 games in 1998.
The best-of-5 series shifts t<
the Astrodome, where the next
two games will be played Friday and Saturday. If a fifth
game is needed, it would be at
Turner Field on Sunday.
Jordan and Klesko flip-l
flopped in the batting order, a
move that paid off with twe
RBIs from Jordan, hitting
fourth instead of fifth.
Klesko, dropped from tht
cleanup spot, had three hits
scored twice and drove in a run
"It's a challenge." Jordan!
said. "All year long I've hittmf
behind Chipper. He came up
big for us against the Mets
Ever since then teams have nod
wanted to pitch to him. 1 told
him I'll be back. If teams don't
want to pitch to him I'll hurt
them."
But everyone was overshadowed by Millwood, who expect
ed to be nervous in his first
postseason appearance but
turned out to he dominating
He struck out eight, walked
none and faced two battenabove the minimum.
Not that Millwood's performance was out of the ordinary
— for him

Pick up your
>«# copy of the

■. pen., .n EXCITING INTERNET COMPANY!

By KEN PETERS
AP Sports Writer
ATLANTA
- The NFL
picked Houston over Loe Angeles for its next expansion team
Wednesday, preferring a smaller market's record $1 billion
proposal to a shaky one from its
bigger, more glamorous rival.
The offer, the richest, ever for
a franchise, came from Houston
businessman Bob McNair and
includes the $700 million franchise price, plus a $310 million
retractable roof stadium.
Houston will begin play in
2002 in the AFC, where the old
Oilers played before moving to
Tennessee after the 1996 season. No name has been chosen
for the new team, but it won't
be Oilers, because NFL commissioner Paul Tagliabue has
declared that name "retired."
NFL owners also voted to
adjust the league alignment to
eight divisions of four teams
each. Now there are six divisions — one with six teams and
the rest with five.
The vote to award Houston
the NFL's 32nd franchise was
29-0. Arizona and St. Louis
abstained because of questions
over the proposed alignment.
Failure to come up with a
suitable stadium doomed Los
Angeles, the nation's secondlargest TV market Houston,
the nation's No. 11 market, was
more willing to pay for a stadium, providing $195 million in
public funding.
"We have a passion for football, we have a dvnamic mar-

ket, and we have a large market in Houston," McNair said.
By comparison, the Washington Redskins sold for $800 million earlier this year, but that
price included the stadium, so
the franchise price works out
around to $600 million.
As part of the deal, Houston
will be the site of a Super Bowl
"as soon as practical after completion of the stadium," Tagliabue said.
In the end, the negotiations
and the agreement struck were
typical of big business dealings:
Houston's franchise bid was
$150 million higher than that
offered by either the LA Coliseum group or another headed by
Michael Ovitz, who proposed
building a stadium at Hollywood Park. Ovitz and his
money man, grocery billionaire
Ron Burkle, offered $550 million, and the Coliseum group
bid $500 million.
"Money talks. It sure talked
this time," said Eli Broad,
another of the failed bidders
from Los Angeles whose group
had submitted a $500 million
proposal.
The choice of Houston followed months of indecision in
which the NFL at one point
conditionally awarded a franchise to Los Angeles. A sixmonth deadline for Los Angeles
passed on Sept. 15, putting
Houston back into the picture.
"I think after a while we all
got tired of it, thought it was
time to make a decision,"
McNair said.

ALWAYS LOOKING FOR NEW TAUNT!
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Campus Operations Manager
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Homecoming
Insert this
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•Freddy and Friada
•History of Homecoming at BG
-1959 National Championship Reunion
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NOW

NOW : Adam Sandier,
Tori Amos, Terry Dexter.
Verve Pipe and Creed

NOW: "Noises Off
Reviewed.

Theater
*- N-2

urn
Meadows be
next?
This past weekend Saturday Night Live officially began
its 25th season. Over the years,
a lot of great, and less than
great comedy has been produced and many comedians
have graced the stage. However, if some believe there is also
a curse that haunts Saturday
Night Live.
What evidence is there for
this curse? Many have tried to
make connections between the
hardships and tragic deaths
that have taken their toll on
past cast members.
Most
notable are the recent deaths of
. Chris Farley and Phil Hartman. Other fallen cast members include John Belushi and
Gilda Radner. Actor Robert
Downey, Jr. may also be able to
blame his hardships on this
curse since he was a cast member for one season.
Okay, true there have been
a lot of hard times for the show.
However, when you have been
on the air for 25 years you are
going to have a lot of people
walk through the door. In a
recent issue of People magazine, there were short profiles
of over 70 past and present cast
members. When you have such
a high number of people on
your show you are going to have
bad things happen to some of
them. To say that some curse is
the reason why is ridiculous. If
Saturday Night Live is cursed,
then how has it been able to
stay on the air for so long?
For every cursed cast member there is another that has
found great success. Adam Sandier is riding high off the success of films like "The Wedding
Singer" and "Big Daddy." He
has also released several successful CD's. Mike Meyers is
absolutely groovy in his two
Austin Powers films. There is
also a whole line of Austin Powers merchandise ranging from
action figures to a set of fake
Austin teeth in stores everywhere. Chris Rock has become
one of the biggest names in
comedy and he has Emmy
awards to back that up. He also
made the MTV Video Music
Awards worth watching. David
Spade cannot be doing all that
badly. He not only has a hit TV
show with "Just Shoot Me" but
he was recently on the cover of
Rolling Stone. Eddie Murphy
has had highs and lows. He
starred in hit films like The
Nutty Professor," but there the
less than successful ones like
"Vampire in Brooklyn". Overall
Murphy has had more success
than failure.
If there is a curse on the
show, it would have to have
effected the writing in the past
few seasons. The last really
solid episode of Saturday Night
Live was when Garth Brooks
hosted about two seasons ago.
That episode did everything
that it could to make fun of
Brooks's image. Since that
episode the skits have been
. more miss than hitWe do have
some new standard skits like
:
; : the Spartan cheerleaders and
';-"the Ladies Man, but they are
'• J not effectively used. The season
opener with host Jerry Seinfeld
was less than funny. Many of
the skits made no sense, espe• cially the spoof on HBO's "OZ"
E. series. But perhaps a curse is
• just a scapegoat for just plain
;;' bad -writing.
}B
When a series of bad events
jj happen, people have to find a
I" connection. In some cases that
;-;connection leads to some kind
>".of curse or conspiracy as the
explanation for why these
'■ things happen. There is a sim»:;ple reason why there is no Sat^THirday Night Live curse. Bad
■t-things happen to bad people
;Z*that's all. When a lot of people
Z-~pre connected with a show,
;-Jhere will be more people from
.that group who suffer hardship
:- and tragedy, lb put it another
:j."way, if something bad were to
•:3iappen to several members of
>lhe BG News staff, does that
•linean that there would be a
curse here too?

Ana Pereira and Tony Recznik
NOW Co- Editors
372-6966

NOW SOUNDS
►*- N-3

Memories of

IK

By LIZ PECEK
The BG News
The tradition of Elsewhere Theatre productions will remain on
campus, despite the loss of its
location in South Hall.
Due to the need for repairs
on the building, future productions can no longer take place
in South Hall. The first Elsewhere production of the year,
"The Complete Works of Shakespeare (Abridged)," took place
last month in South Hall. However, the second show, "Shakuntala," scheduled for November,
has been moved to the McFall
Gallery.
The other sites of the Elsewhere Theatre productions
scheduled have not yet been
determined.
The idea of the Elsewhere
Theatre came about in the
1960s. This type of theatre is
geared toward smaller productions that require little technical assistance. Many times,
original or experimental pieces
are played here.
Each year, the Elsewhere
Theatre is booked for approximately four productions.
Margaret Mccubbin, an associate theater professor and costume designer, said it has
always been a problem finding
adequate space for the Elsewhere Theater.
"We need a space for small
projects, but we don't want to
do it at the expense of the students," she said.
For many years, the fourth

■

File Photo
Chad Queen, Matt Robinson and Jessica Kemock in "How to be Post-Modern," during Shorts Festival 1999 in Elsewhere Theatre

floor of University Hall was the
home of the Elsewhere Theatre.
However, according to Steve
Boone, an assistant theatre
professor, it was not a very good
place to hold plays. Examples of
this, Boone said, were that
actors used classrooms for
makeshift dressing rooms and
that the electrical power for
lighting needed was insufficient.

About five years ago, the theater was moved to the fourth
floor of South Hall, in room 411.
The space, which was previously a television station, held
between 50-70 people, depending on the seating arrangement. Boone said this location
offered more versatility in producing the plays in that it had a
control booth and an area that
could be used as a changing

room.
Boone stressed that the theater has been useful and that it
will be missed. "It will make a
serious dent in our production
season...if we don't have a good
space Ifor the productions),
then it will adversely affect students."
Matt Robinson, a sophomore
theatre and creative writing
major, feels that the South Hall

location was extremely effective
for small productions. "I don't
know what their exact plans
are [for the theaterl, but my
hope is that they find a third
venue for productions," Robinsonsaid.
"With the theater
department having 10 productions a year, to lose 4 would be
a great loss."

Top 10 Albums of
the 90's

By JAMES ELDRED
The BG News

Starting this week the NOW section will be showcasing the best
and most influental albums of
the past decade compiled by our staff.
These selections are in no particular
order, and will be appearing periodically
until the end of year. This issue: Public
Enemy's Fear Of A Black Planet.
When people think of the best rap
albums of the decade many think of
Tupac Shakur, Notorious B.I.G., Dr.
Dre, or even N.W.A. Most people forget
about Public Enemy, mainly because
they have dropped out of the public eye
in recent years. However, in 1990 they
were one of the most controversial and
popular rap groups in the world, and
Fear Of A Black Planet made them even
more popular, and even more controversial.
In 1988,(Public Enemy released It
Takes a Nation Of Millions 7b Hold Us
Back, which contained the hit "Bring

Public Enemy member Flavor Flav.

The Noise." Rap music was still primarily just music to dance to. Acts like Kid
N' Play, Run DMC, and Will Smith (still
under his Fresh Prince persona) dominated the charts. Public Enemy changed
all of that with lyrics about racism and
hatred towards blacks in society.
While the critics loved the album, the
news media thought it was one of the
most violent and evil recordings ever to
be put on vinyl. They unfairly labeled
Public Enemy's lyrics as racist without
really listening to the songs, and compared members of the group to common
criminals.
Public Enemy took all of this unfair
criticism and responded to it the best
way they could...they made a record
about it. Fear Of A Black Planet
released in 1990, showed that Public
Enemy could not only successfully
respond to unfair media attacks, but
that they could also create one of the
best rap albums ever made.
Many of the tracks on this album are
direct attacks on the media, for what
Public Enemy thought to be racist and
misunderstood attacks on them. The
most glaring of this being "Incident at
66.6 FM" which simply takes
attacks against them and sets them
to a backbeat. It shows how bias
much of the media was towards
them at the time.
They also managed to tackle
issues in society as. a whole. Both
the title-track and "Pollywannacraka" deal with inter-racial relationships and the racism they received
from both whites and blacks. Other
songs, such as "Burn Hollywood
Burn" and "911 is a Joke" attack
society as whole, showing racist
viewpoints in both Hollywood and
on Police Departments. Very few
rap groups were talking about these
issues in 1990.

Of course this would mean little if the
music behind the lyrics was horrible,
and that was not the case with Public
Enemy. They know how to take a good
message about society and hide in an
incredibly infectious backbeat. Songs
like "Can't-Do Nuttin' For Ya Man" and
"Fight The Power" both contain meaningful messages against racism and
sound great at the same time.
Fear Of A Black Planet is more than
just a great rap album. It was one of the
first times that a rap group recorded an
album full of political statements while
being popular at the same time. They

On the road of life there are journalist and entertai
Entertainment writers wa

brought rap to the news, showing the
misunderstandings that the media has
against black music. It also influenced
many of the most popular artists today,
from the Wu-Tang Clan and Busta
Rhymes and even Rage Against the
Machine. Without this album, hip-hop,
and the attitudes about it, would be
much different.
Watch for more albums in future
issues of NOW.
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NET-Aid kicks off in NY

f

By LISA BETTINGER

The BG News
On Saturday Oct. 9, Net Aid
is hosting a three city charity
concert in order to raise awareness about world poverty. The
concert is taking place in three
cities; New York, London, and
Geneva.
According to the organization's website, Net Aid's mission is, "...To harness the power
of the Internet as a medium of
social and economic change,"
They continue by adding that,
"Net Aid is not a one day event.
It is a long term effort to build
a community of conscience people dedicated to providing basic
needs: food, shelter, legal protection, human rights, and
health care."
Along with these goals. Net
Aid is also linking together
organizations It ia hoping to
act as a network for charities
worldwide Some of their other
causes include ending hunger,
helping refugees, saving the
environment, securing human
rights and relieving debt.
It is the goal of relieving
debt that has raised some eyebrows. According to the organizations website, www.netaid.org,
the debt of the world's 20 poorest countries could he eliminated for the cost of one military
aircraft
V2 lead singer Bono, one of
the organization's strongest
supporters, was one member of
a delegation that recently met
with the Pope in order to gain
,his support for the debt elimination cause

Photo Provided
U2's Bono in an earlier perforlance.

F

Pboto Provided
Wyclef Jean at a concert earlier this year, will perform at Net Aid
with special guest Bono.

Photo Provided
David Bowie in a 1997 Performance.

the concerts starting at noon.
VI11 is also airing TV coverage
starting at 2 p.m. Both websites offer a similar page containing links to Net Aid's website. MTV online offers information on some of the artists
performing while Net Aid's
website offers links to band
homepages. All three websites
oiler ticket information, while
Net Aid keeps updating visitors
on radio, TV and other webcasts
Another major part of the
upcoming concert was the
release of the charity single
"New Day" by Bono and Wyclef
Jean. The single raises money
for Net Aid along with the
Wyclef Jean Foundation and
War Child.
War Child raises money to
help children that have been
affected by war while the
Wyclef Jean Foundation helps
support youth programs in the
U.S. and Haiti. At press time
the single was available at On
I'ue and amazon.com. Both
Finders Records and Tapes and
Madhatter Records will special
order the single for any customers that are interested.

Political causes aside, the
Net A id concert has the largest
line-up of musicians for an
event snue Live Aid in the
early 1980's
The performers scheduled
to perform at New York's
Giants Stadium include The
Black Crows, Mary J. Blige,
Busta Rhymes, Counting Crows.
Wyclet lean with special guest
Bono, Cheb Mami, Jimmy
Page, I'uir Daddy, Sting, and
Zucchero.
The Wembley Arena audience in London can look forward to performances by Bryan
Adams, David Bowie, Bush,
Catatonia, The Corrs, The
Burythmics, George Michael,
Stereophonies,
Robbie
Williams, and DJ Paul Oakenfold.
Geneva's lineup includes
Des'ree, Bryan Ferry, Ladysmith
Black,
Mambazo,
Michael Kamen and Texas.
Other artists may be added
to the bill later. Jewel and
Sheryl Crow are confirmed to
perform, but the venues that
they are playing at have not
been confirmed.
Both MTV online and VHl Sting perfroming
online are having cybercasts of

THE STUDENT UNION AND
UNIVERSITY DINING
SERVICES

Proudly Announce:
Bowl 'n Greenery
All You Can Eat BUFFET
Using your meal plan for
only $5.95:
MWF: All you can eat Pizza Buffet
Tuesday: All you can eat Taco and Fiesta Buffet
Thursday: Pasta Buffet
u
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'Noises Off revieiv
who tries hard but cannot
get his point accross. the
gossiper and the father Figure/torturer/psychologist
director and the elderly
who believes that he can
act.
at re production with Michael
The technicians were
Frayn's hilarious production of also remembered in this
"Noises Off."
show. The stage manager
According to The London wearily drags about, and
Times Literary Supplement, his assistent does all his
"Noises Off" is "a farce that work.
makes you think as well as
Act 2 is set backstage.
laugh." It is a play within a What we see are romances
play.
and intrigues as the actors'
In three acts, a stock theatre personal lives are porcompany moves from the trayed off stage.
rehearsal process to the matinThe part of the director
nee performance, revealing to is well portrayed by Jim
the audience the stresses, frus- Williams. What we see is
trations and relationships that someone who is dedicated
happen backstage.
to the extreme during
Act 1 begins with Bethany A
rehearsals and minding
Young or Dotty, playing her role his own business (also to Gary Ujeune (Brad Abner) U surprised to
of Mrs. Clackett during the an extreme) once the show find a relationship going on backstage.
rehearsal of "Nothing On."
is on the run. It is a strong
Young, who makes her debul and versatile role.
'Noises Off
on the Eva stage is simply
As for Act 3, it is definitely
Starring:
Bethany .A. Young,
hilarious in her air-headed worth a look.
.Hni Williams, Brad Abnex,
character, Mrs. Clackett
By
"Noises Off" offers the audimaking herself present with ence much more than "sardines and others.
charisma and competency, she and slamming doors." It is a
BG News says:: The fantasies^
keeps the energy of the show delightful portray of stock charand realities of theatric,!
running from beginning to end. acters, fantasies and realities performances worth seen ancj
"cspected.
It takes a while for the in the theatrical world.
rehearsal of "Nothing On" to
At the end. "the theatre goes
move on. Meanwhile, the char- on, even when the show falls
acters are introduced as a apart." And the actor's magnifi1 ««:iu»(9aldnink
2 atari: aa* It whlia chunk
stereotype of theatre people
cent performance is worth
3 Dart: (taHnlWr worth a took... aobv
There's the blond and dumb , reviving every night
< Miff fa-fin ttm t
the first-time actor, the actor

• **

Concert on
Campus
The Fall Concert Band
and Wind Ensamblo will be
performing this Friday. Oct.
Hth in Kobacker Hall. The
Concert starts at 8pm, and
will showcase works by
Sousa, Saent-Saens, Smith,
Brooks, Applebaum.Dangherty and Shostakovich The
perfomance is presented by
the college of Musical Arts
and admission is iree.K.wrvone is encouraged to attend.
American Hearl
Association -

V

A stroke can change
your life forever
Vntcricuii Ifcm
\--n, i.illo11

A stroke can
be a mindblowing thing

MIDWEST
CONCERT
BOX:

Bowling Green:
10-09-99/Lea Savy Fav/Howard's

Toledo:
10-08-99/BigAl & The Heavyweighta/Mickey Finn's
10-08-99/Frantic Flattops/Citi Lounge
10-09-99New York Jimmy & The Jive FIve/Citi
Lounge
10-13-99/Blue Spruce/Citi Lounge
Cleveland:
10-07-99/Sick Of It All/Agora Theatre
10-09-99/Atomic Fireballa/Odeon Concert Club
10-10-99/CreedVCSU Convocation Center
10-10-99/Echo & The Bunnymen/Odeon Concert
Club
,1n°;1,?;?9i9ur ^dy Peace/CSU Convocation Center
10-10-99/Oleander/CSU Convocation Center
10-12-99/ZZ Top with Lynyrd Skynyrd/CSU Convocation Center
10-13-99/Goldfinger/Odeon Concert Club
Columbus:
10-07-99/Manowar/Newport Music Hall
10-08-99/Family Values Tour/Schottenstein Center
10-09-99/Quiet Riot/Newport Music Hall
10-11-99/Echo & The Bunnynien/Mekka
Detroit:
10-07-99/Public Enemy/State Theatre
10-07-99/Run-D.M.C/Fox Theatre
10-09-99/Digital Underground/Better Days Club

Mike's Party Mart

Located on South Main Si in "Big Lois P!a/a' Near Papa Johns!
s

352-9259 < "">'""<» '<" MO.I'KIIKSI352-9259
Will Deliver large Orders!

Natural Light 24Pk
Coors Light 18pk
Busch Light 30Pk
Bud Light 24Pk
Natural Light 12Pk

$8.99
$8.99
$11.99
$13.99
$4.29

i Living Canvas Skin Art ►
TATTOOS & BODY PIERCING
In The Bank Vault
i
►i
►.
►
►
►i
i
►

<

445 E. Wooster St. • Across from Dairy Queen
• Owned & operated by a BG Native • Your first & finest
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Bowlmu Grci-n
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BG tattoo shop • Health Dept. Licensed • Autoclave sterilization
Over 100,000 designs • New black light reactive ink •

• Pick a design here, bring your own, or have Jarvie
customize one just for you.
• Body piercing available.
• Come into the relaxing atmosphere of Living Canvas for
your first or next tattoo or piercing.
• Remember, you must be at least 18 yrs. of age or older
with a photo ID for your safety as well as ours.

Call 354-5203 for appointment • Walk-ins welcome if availability
Group Discounts • Referrals Appreciated

.'.

',

i

►
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now
The Verve
Pipe: sit
1999 - Frenchkiss

After two years, the Verve
Pipe is back with a self-titled
album. The band is best
remembered for their 1997 No.
1 hit "Freshman." However,
they are determined to be more
than just one-hit wonders. In
this album, the band sets out to
express itself in a slightly different way than last time with
more depth in the song lyrics.
The Verve Pipe succeeds
with producing a relatively
upbeat pop-rockish album that
•is much deeper than other
bands of the same genre. The
sounds are appealing and the
words are intriguing... what
more could you ask for?
The first release, "Hero,"
looks at stardom and how people mistakenly perceive famous
people. Brian Vander Ark, the
lead singer and songwriter,
slyly uses the phrase "Keep it
moving people cause there's
nothing more for you to see/ I'm
just a jerk, but a hero's what I
wanna be."
Basically, many of the songs
are about people who do not
have a high self-esteem. A good
example of this is found in "The
F Word," in which Brian Vander Ark sadly says, "I've got to
get arrested/ to keep you interested."
Although many of the song's
lyrics are somewhat belittling,
there is no reason for the Verve
Pipe to feel bad about this
release. Overall, the tracks are
very passionate and seem to be
maturer than those on the
band's last album.
It seems that the Verve Pipe
has become more comfortable
with expressing themselves in
the last few years. Even though
it took them some time to do
this, many fans will agree that
it was definitely worth the
wait.
-Liz Pecek

It was either Descartes or
Adam Sandler's agent who once
said "What the world needs
now is The Chanukah Song
Part 2." Well whoever said it,
their request has been granted
and we now have a brand new
record of Adam Sandler's comedy bits and goofball songs.
Sandier gets a lot of heat for
his brand of sophomoric humor,
and for the most part it's not
my cup of tea But there is typically a sweetness and naivete
to his work that makes it seem
less offensive than, say, the
humor of a nimrod like Tom
Green.
Sandier still sounds like a
class clown and that attitude
goes a long way in making him
tolerable.
With that qualifier out of the
way let me say that Sandler's
new CD, Stan & Judy's Kid, is
really no different from his
other CDs. Some of the bits are
funny. The indisputable highlights are a series of skits called
"The Cool Guy," in which Sandier portrays a would be
lothario whose sexual interludes are always compromised
by the childish nicknames he
gives his member; and "Inner
Voice," which is the inner monologue of a guy while he hits on a
lady.
We also get "The Chanuka'i
Song Part 2," which is still
amusing, but is growing old.
Apar' from those highlights
the rest of the record rambles
on and on. And some of the stuff
(namely a bit about having a
hooker as a girlfriend) start off
raunchily amusing, but grow
misogynist and tiring as they
wear oii. The rest of the time
the album is variations of Sandler's trademarked man-child
doofus routines. After about 15
of those minutes it starts to
wear thin.
Stun & Judy's Kid isn't a
complete waste of time, it'll
probably play very well with
large groups of people, it's just
that it's not much of a departure for Sandier. And that
makes it stunningly mediocre.
-Erik Pepple

Terry Dexter:
sit
1999 - Side One Dummy

Adam Sandier:
Stan and
Judy's Kid
1999-Waner Bros.

Sunday night. 7:00 p.m.
The meeting of entertainment
writers commences. Assignments are handed out, questions are asked, and we come
to the fateful moment when
CD reviews are mentioned. A
tall stack of discs from various
record companies is handed
out. all with "FOR - PROMOTIONAL - USE - ONLY"
stamped in gold on their grubby, gummed jewel cases. Some

Join your frtemfc at (he Art Museum on Friday
nights for a good (Ime. fun (line, niqht (Ime
experience. Open every Friday ntqhl from 6 - K) PX
with Ike music, cash bar. free (ours, (healre and
much morel Admission and parking are FREE I
October!"
The Toledo Museum of Art
Open every Friday, 6 P.M -10 P.M.
419 255 8000

fSCv

» Rock and roll with the Hip Waiters (6:30-9 30)
* FREE poetry reading American Pen Women
(7:30)
* FREE Opera preview Tosca (7:00)

grab for discs of artists they
like, putting the pile a tad on
the short end. This leaves a
turquoise case left for inspection.
This turquoise case reveals
itself to be the debut album of
Terry Dexter, a surprisingly talented chanteuse from Detroit,
who obviously pines to the
heights of such noted famous
female singers such as Mariah
Carey and that girl who sings
that "Genie" song. As an entry
in the late 1990's race for pop
success, some succeed and some
singers become destined for
minor fame on their way to
becoming yet another infomercial actress or hired girlfriend
for a closeted leading man.
1999-Atlantic
Let us hope, for her own sake
at least, that this does not hapTori Amos gains more fans
pen to Terry Dexter, whose with each lyrically mystifying
debut album on the prestigious album she releases. 7b Venus
Warner Brothers record label is and Back, named for Tori's
intriguingly titled Terry Dexter. vision of Venus circling around
A collection of medium-tempo a singing girls heart viewing
love ballads set to an "urban" different perspectives; only
beat, the album more than enhances the idea that she is
accomplishes its goal to provide one of the most innovative persmooth-lovin' groove music to formers in the music world
all those hot girls and guys out today.
there gettin'it on.
To Venus and Back is a twoSeriously, the album is truly CD set. The first contains
good. From the opening single brand new material, while the
"Better Than Me," replete with second features live versions of
hip-hop drums and an incredi- some of Tori's best songs from
bly catchy melody to the trip- her Plugged '98 tour Most
tych of love ballads "I Love notably on the live disc are
You," "I Don't Need You," and "Precious Things," "Cornflake
"I'm The One For You," the Girl" and "Waitress", all of
album reeks of the pop styling which are regularly featured in
of the current era' ascending, the singer's concert line-up.
high-pitched vocals, production
The feature disc of new
as sweet and sticky as maple songs, subtitled "Orbiting."
syrup, drum machines, and opens with "Bliss," a tune feagimmicky studio effects. How- turing the trademark piano
ever, this is not necessarily a music that Tori's fans have
bad thing.
come to expect. "Bliss" starts
While this album will hold out with "Father I killed my
no attraction for those whose monkey." The lyrics continue
idea of fun is to play "Name The on this abstract track explainObscure Superchunk Song," ing that sometimes you even
that is really not its intended destroy your own loves so they
audience. Something must be can't escape. She resolves this
said, I believe, for sometimes song with "Maybe we're ;i bliss
not taking music too seriously of another kind."
and enjoying well-made, silly
As the CD progresses, Tori
pop music. As Ms. Dexter signs
Amos leads the listener on a
off in her lengthy liner notes different journey with every
(wherein she thanks everyone
track presenting a side of her
from God to somebody called
"Venus." Song titles such as
"Baddmomma"), "Remember— "Lust" and "Suede" make it
this is your life, live it to the
easy to conclude that Tori confullest." This is advice some
tinues to make her own rules of
music lovers out there might
song writing and performance.
want to keep in mind.
"Suede," one of the best
tracks on the CD, sounds as if it
Rob Szorab
originated from a land of lava
lamps and illegal drugs. Lyrics
like "You'll talk yourself right
into a job, out of a hole, into my
bayou" demonstrate the beautiful lyricism and commanding
way that Tori's songs envelope
listeners into whatever world

Tori Amos:
To Venus And
Back

Wednesday: Techno/High Energy Night

wtw DJ. Wizard orwoz/ SERATONIN

Creed:
\Ruman Clay
1999-Wind-Up

In the movie Swingers,
there's a scene where the five
main characters are sitting
around a table discussing film.
Mikey throws out the comment,
"Tarantino completely bites
everything from Scorsese." The
Quentin Tarantino fan (Sue),
defends the filmmaker by saying, "He's derivative."
The same scene could be
applied to the band Creed. With
the release of their second
album, Human Clay, this
debate can begin anew.
Like their debut album,
Creed's latest venture hearkens
back to a day when Alice in
Chains and Stone Temple Pilots
concerned themselves about
releasing albums. Too much so,
say some critics, accusing the
band of lacking originality.
More on that later.
The opening guitar work in
the first track, "Are You
Ready?," gives an indication of
sounds to come. The Eastern
influences found in this song
are sparsely placed throughout
the album. "Faceless Man" also
incorporates this style of guitar
mixed with a grunge/ballad
song and excellent lyrics, creating one of the most memorable
tracks on Human Clay.
Creed also explores balladry

- J Michael Bestul

'

PRESENTS

-$1.00 32 oz. Pitchers
- $1.75 Captain Drink Special
Thursday: Ladies Night
-$1.50 Drink Special
- $1.75 Captain Drink Special (everyone)
♦ 21 and over: instant access - no waiting in line !!
♦ under 21: $1.00 off cover before 11:00

When it COmeS to
the He\<-^«el^al there
are two kinds:
Those who

put Up.
shut up

B and ^g|P3:y»l»>* the
Those who

St-Uff that was just
put up.

Transmission
• Tires
All Mechanical Work • Bearings
Brakes
• All Farm Equip.
f u\\ ^^^
• Diesel and Gas Motors
eerv\c« ^^
- Low Shop Rates SfttfLr* - Free Towing with Student ID (with qualified repair)

13040
40 Bishop Rd., Bowling Green, OH • 353?!
3526

-Dustin White

in "With Arms Wide Open," a
song vocalist Scott Stapp wrote
about his newborn son. I'm not
one to gush, but the band displays their talent to its full
extent in this beautiful song.
Despite it being a (somewhat)
slow song, Creed puts more
genuine feeling and energy into
it than most bands than one
would think possible.
The lyrics and energy are
what make this album work.
Stapp and guitarist Mark
Tremonti have written another
round of poetic lyrics, this time
not quite so dark as the words
found in My Own Prison. Their
art is not only writing the
lyrics, but created a flawless
seam between music and word.
This is no more evident than on
"Beautiful" and "Wash Away
Those Years." The former incorporates verses describing the
lustful desire that hollow beauty creates, while the refrain
contrasts with the emptiness at
the center. The latter is a softer
song dealing with suppressing
feelings of anger and hatred
after being wronged. The
singing and music brim with
barely contained emotion, as
the Stapp proclaims "My
anger's violent/ But still I'm
silent/ When tragedy strikes at
home."
But there are a few quarrels
with Human Clay. Bringing
back the "derivative" argument, the alternative/rock
junkies of you will notice
arrangements and guitar work
sounding oddly similar to other
bands. One specific example is
the occasional moments in the
song "What If?" where I sat
back and thought I was hearing
part of Stone Temple Pilots'
"Sex-Type Thing."
Also of complaint is the
arrangement of the alternating
soft guitar work with the loud
grunge sound. A few songs into
Human Clay, and you begin to
be able to pick up on the formula. There's a soft intro, some
lyrics, then it gets loud. Sometimes it gets soft, then loud at
the refrain again. It's a minor
concern, but it's noticeable.
Creed seems to figure this
out and correct it during the
last few tracks, which are very
anti-formulaic. The album ends
on the anthem-like "Inside Us
All," leaving the listener with a
great song to finish the album.
If you aren't a fan of Creed's
first album, most likely you
won't like this one. Otherwise,
you'll find this to be a more
ambitious and even better
album than their first. Human
Clay is a good second album
that should avoid the usual
new artist sophomore jinx.

Gargoyles Right Club

24 Hour Towing

B&B Truck & Auto
Repair & Welding

she is visiting.
Every song on this disc has
the potential to be a hit. The
diversity of song style and
lyrics make the CD especially
enjoyable to listen to. "1,000
Oceans," the last song on the
first disc, is especially touching
and envokes the same heartbreaking quality as "China"
and "Tear in Your Hand" from
her first solo disc Little Earthquakes.
Overall, Tori
succeeded
again in making a CD that is
both entertaining and touching.
The live disc promotes her fantastic concert performancestyle and leaves listeners
yearning for the next release
that this icon in music individuality graces us with.

rgreekrent.ial rorn
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nothing captures
greek life more
completely
For a free CD. go to our
website, or call l-888-GB£EK%

m
Friday, Oct^ 8th
10 pm
. q r as s h o'p p elp pie.com
j
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On the ICE is twice as NICE

ALPHA PHI
BR00HBALL
Sunday, October 10
12:30 pm at the Ice Arena
Come and support your team
and
Buy raffle tickets to win
PRIZES!!!
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Top 10 albums/or
WBGU 88.1
week ending Oct 3
1. American Football: S/T - Polyvinyl
2. Jon Spencer Blues Explosion: X-tra Acme USA - Matador
3. Tricky Woo: Sometimes I Cry - Sonic Unyon
4. Quasi: Field Studies - Up
5. Magnetic Fields: 69 Love Songs - Merge
6. Momus: Stars Forever - Le Grand Majesty
7. Stereolab: Cobra and Phases Group Play in the MilkyNight - Elektra
8. Arcwelden Everest - Touch and Go
9. Underworld: A Singles History - Kill Rock Stars
10. Promise Ring: Very Emergency - Jade Tree
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Campus Events
AMA Homecoming lent Oct 9.11am1pm. Free beverages. "Bring your own
cup"
APICS APICS APICS
Dinner meeting al Kaufman's on Wooster
Tuesday, Oct 12th 5:30
Last day to sign up!
email-h|enney@bgnel bgsu edu.
Education Abroad Fair
Tuesday, October 12
11 00am-3:00pm
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
Learning Fair TODAY
10:30-4:30
All invited to the Union

City Events
Brewster's Ladies Nile. 900-dose $1.50
Amaretto Sours/$1 75 Long Is, Pounder
Bottles 'or Everyone. Bud, Bud LL$2/Lite, Icehouse-Si.75 Free popcorn &
peanuts, 3 pool tables, dans/air hockey/A
Iree shutlleboard.

Services Offered
Battling the bulge? Visit Wolph Chiropractic Wellness Cenler lor help Call 3536394
SKYDIVE NOW don't wail or it will be
loo late. End of season special, $110.00
per student. Skydive BG, 352-5200 ONLY 10 MINUTES FROM BGSU Mastercard/VlSA accepted.
Woodland Mall.
Check out our website al:
www.bgwoodlandmall com lor our
movie listings, limes, special events,
store news, and sales!
Worried about pregnancy??
Free Pregnancy Tests.
Confidential and Canna
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Cenler.

Personals

•"ACT WOWl GET THE BEST SPRING
BREAK PRICESI SO'jTH PADRE. CANCUN, JAMAICA. BAHAMAS, ACAPULCO, FLORIDA & MARDIGRAS REPS
NEEDEO. .TRAVEL FREE, EARN S$S
GHOUP DISCOUNTS FOR 6+ 800-838
8302AVWW.LEISURETOURS COM.
—SPRING BREAK 2000-Plan Now! "'
Cancun, Mazallan, Acapulco. Jamaica
& S. Padre. Reliable TWA flights.
Best packages Book now!
Campus Reps wanted - earn FREE trips.
1.800.SURFS.UP
www.studeniexpress.com
"SPRING BREAK 2000"
. Free trips. Free Drinks, Free Meals!
Hottest Destinations, Lowest Rates
1800-426-7710-wwwsunsplashlours.com
'ALPHA GAMMA DELTA'
Congratulations 10
JACKIE KREIM on
receiving the Dance Marathon
2000 Steering Committee Morale Chair!
We Love You!
■ALPHA GAMMA DELTA*
-ALPHA GAMMA DELTA*
Congratulations lo
SHELLEY LEWIS lor
being named Outstanding
Greek Woman for the month
of October!
We Love you*
•ALPHA GAMMA DELTA'
'ALPHA GAMMA DELTA'
Congratulations lo
DEE-DEE PANYASIRI
on being chosen
for Emerging Leaders!
We Love you!
•ALPHA GAMMA DELTA'
'ALPHA GAMMA DELTA*
Good Luck to
BETH KOSCHO AND SARAH WAYNE
With elections lor
Homecoming Queen!
We love and support
you both!
•ALPHA GAMMA DELTA'

■AOirAOII'AOII'

Dear Lil Lesley.
One year ago, we first met
Our Big/LII pair was a sure bel
One year later I still love ya!
You are the besl hi in the world!
Alpha love,
Kristy
'AOII'AOM'AOir
Lil Kale, your next clue is this.
Roses are red. Panda's are black.
These were my colorsCan you imagine lhat?
AOII love.
Your Big Mr. T.

•AOU-AOH-AOU'AOII'AOII'AOII'

• 1 Spnng Break 2000 Specials!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, & Florida'
Now Hmng Campus Reps!
Besl Pnces Guaranleed.

Lil Kalie R..
You & me were meant to be
You'll just have to wail S see!

1-800-234-7007

•AOII'AOH'AOir

www endlessummenours.com.
•" SKI 2000 a Millennium Fiesta ***
Crested Burte Jan 3-8 starting at $329
|5n1s| New Years in MEXICO via TWA
Dec 28 (5ms) and Jan 2. (6n1s).
Book Now! 1-800-TOUR-USA
www.sludentexpress.com

Browse icpt.com for Spnngbreak "2000".
ALL destinations offered. Tnp participants, student orgs & campus reps wanted. Fabulous parties, hotels & prices. Call
Inter-Campus 800-327-6013.
Chicken a cheese stuffed ESSES
with Ranch. Have you tned them yet?
Campus Pollyeyes - 352-9638
GAMMA PHI BETA
Join us in our Mardi Gras festivities during
open recruitment. Enjoy refreshments,
fun, and friendship al Ihe house on Wed.
and Thurs. from 9-9:45.
GAMMA PHI BETA
INTRAMURAL MEN'S & WOMEN'S
BOWLING ENTRIES DUE OCT. 12.. IF
HAND-DELIVERING. DUE BY 3PM IN
PFH. IF SENDING ELECTRONICALLY,
DUE BY 12 NOON
INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED
FOR FLAG FOOTBALL CONTACT INTRAMURAL OFFICE AT 2-2464 BY 5PM
ON THURSDAY, OCT. 7. FOR DETAILS.

Management Inc.
Hillsdale Apts., 1082 Fairvicw.
Large studios, high vaulted ceilings,
unique floor plan, car ports
9 1/2-12 mo. Leases
Start al $380 Call 353-5800

Management Inc.
Hein/aite Apts,, 716 N. Enterprise.
Large Studio, High vaulted ceilings,
unique floor plan, close to university
9 1/2-12 mo. Leases
Starts at $400

Management Inc.
Evergreen Apts., 215 E. Poe.
Efficiencies & huge I bdrms, laundry
on site, lots of parking. Eff starts al
$250, I bdrms Starts at $365.
Call 353-5800

722 EIGHTH - 3 BR A-frame.
Tenants pay util. $450/Mth tor 1
Person. $500/Mth for 2 People.

***•***•*••**

516 S. MAIN -2 BR duplex
$395-1 Person/$435-2 People.
Income qualifications must be
met.

*************

828 SEVENTH - 2 BR
Unfurnished
$400/month for 1 Person.
$435/month for 2 People.
Tenants pay utilities.

*************

www.sunbreaks com

5PBINC BREAK 26M
PANAMA CITY BEACH FLORIDA FROM|
$149 PER PERSON SANDPIPER
BEACON BEACH RESORT, THE "FUN
PLACE'! HOME OF THE WORLD'S
LARGEST KEG PARTY. DRINK DRAFT
BEER ALL WEEK LONG TIKI BEACH
BAR ENTERTAINMENT BY BOOGIE
INCORPORATED. BIKINI CONTESTS.
MALE HARD BODY CONTESTS, 3
POOLS. LAZY RIVER RIDE, WATER
SLIDE, HUGE BEACHFRONT HOT
TUB, MINI GOLF, GIFT SHOP, SUITES
UP TO 10 PEOPLE.
1-800-4 88-8828
WWW.SANDPIPERBEACON.COM
Support group lor women with
anorexia and bulimia concerns.
Commitment to confidentiality
Tuesday 7 p m.-8:30 p.m. al the
Women's Cenler in Hannah Hall
For more inlo call Student Hllh Services
Judy Miller 372-7425, Erica 353-0806
Wanied-Men's volleyball players for Ihe
TOP league in BG rec. program. BIG HITTER, GOOD SETTER, college & USVBA
skill level. Call Mike al 353-8161

Wanted
BANDS WANTED!
For Thursday, October 21, 9pm-1 am
Battle ol the Bands
If Interested, contact
The Wellness Connection: 372-WELL

^ akv COUPON

Stop by our office at 1045 N. Main
St. for complete listing or
Call 353-5800.
www.wcnet.org/-iaecca

JOHN NtWLOVE REAL
ESTATE RENTAL OFFICE
2260
319 E. Wooslor. BG.
Across street from Taco Bo!'

S1,000's WEEKLY! Stuff envelopes al
home for $2 each plus bonues. RrT, P/T
Make $800+ weekly guaranleed! Free
supplies For details, send one slamp 10:
N-181, PMB 552. 1021 Wilshire Blvd..
Los Angeles, CA 90025
$1500 weekly potential mailing our oirculars. For inlo call 203-977-1720.
3pm-6pm Monday - Friday after school
program. Children ages 6-12. If interested, call 878-0911 for more information.
ATTENTION STUDENTS
MOLTEN CORP.
436 N. ENTERPRISE ST.
Now hiring for Fall Semester
Pan Time
Less than one block from campus
S6/HR STARTING PAY
3 shifts available.
A Shift: 7:00am-10.00am
B Shift: 10:15am-1:15pm
C Shift 1 30pm-4:30pm
D Shift 4:30pm-7:30pm
Possibility of working 2 1/2 hours
and getting paid for 3!
354-8802
354-8703

Part time/full lime posilions packing
Canadian Bacon. Country Smoked
Meals. $6 50/hr apply @ 510 Napolean
Rd. BG
Real Jobs
Sick ol a pointless job? Make a difference
and help Ohio Citizen Action reduce
toxic pollution $350/week 2-10pm, M-F
Full and part lime. Benelils-pertecl for

school Call 866-4463.

Daily newspaper seeks reponer/pholographer. Send resume and samples lo John
Peaspanen, Editor, The Evening Leader,
102 E. Spnng St., St. Mary's. OH 45885.
Dancers wanled, all new adull cabaret.
511 Monroe St., Toledo, OH. 419-2553864.
Desk Clerk needed tor local motel 3rd
shift, must work weekends. Apply at
Buckeye Inn or phone 352-1520.
EASY WALK FROM CAMPUS
Work part-time, full-time, even put in overlime hours, around your college and personal schedule. Work a minimum of 15
hours per week or 40 hours plus overtime. Many college students work here
Starting pay is $5.30 per hour wilh an automatic $.25 per hour increase lo $5.55
after 100 hours of service with Ihe company. These are unskilled jobs involving assembling and packaging of small parts.
Apply in person between the hours ol
9:00 AM and 5:00 PM (Monday-Friday) at
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS.
INC.. 428 Dough Street, Bowling Green,
Ohio, only 2 blocks from campus near
Kinko's and Dairy Queen next to Ihe railroad Iracks.
FITNESS INSTRUCTORS
The St. James Club Is In need of eutgolng, energetic people. Full and parttime positions available. This position
would require you to be Included In ad
areas of Ihe Illness club. Apply In person at:
The St. James Club
7337 W. Bancroft

FOR THE PRICE OF A
MOVIE CHOOSE LIVE
PROFESSIONAL STANDUI
COMEDY!

7!
■ ITWO ITEM PIZZAi
I '
I

[AMEDIUM

HELP WANTED
Anatomy & Physiology Instructor. Day or
evenings. Immediate positions. Teaching
experience a plus. (419) 874-4496.
Now hiring - The Aztec Restaurant, downtown BG, aH posilions Apply in person or
call 353-3561. Ask for John Murphy.

BANDS WANTED!
For Thursday, October 21. 9pm-1am
Battle of the Bands
If interested, contact
The Wellness Connection: 372-WELL

r

V
■
_
I
I

RESIST ' RESIST • RESIST
Beat the system and fight back!
Help Ohio's largesl environmental
organization protect whal's ours!
Full or part time positions
Available as well as internships
offered $350/week 2- 10pm M-F
Call 866-4463 for interview.
Sufficient Grounds Coffee House
Now hiring customer service oriented coffee bartenders. Just a short trip up Route
25 in Perrysburg al Ihe Shops al River
Place AM S PM shifts available. Call or
stop in or lill out an application 872-2780
Telephone interviewing, pi. lime, no selling/flexible scheduling Relaxed atmosphere. Mostly eve. 4 weekends. In Perrysburg 874-5842.
Trotters Tavern
Looking lor day and night cooks 4 waitresses. Tips are great & hours are flexible. Applications are available on Fridays
12-5pm. 119N. Main St, BG
VAN DRIVER - part-time Provide transportation to and Irom social services
agency Must be belween Ihe ages of 2165, possess a valid Ohio drivers license
and an excellent driving record. Salary
$7.69 per hour. Submit resume to Children's Resource Cenler, P.O. Box 738,
Bowling Green, OH 43402
VOLLEYBALL AND BASKETBALL
OFFICIALS/SCOREKEEPERS
CITY OF BOWLING GREEN PARKS
AND
RECREATION
DEPARTMENT
SEEKS BOTH BASKETBALL AND VOLLEYBALL OFFICIALS AND SCOREKEEPERS FOR ADULT LEAGUES. LEAGUES BEGIN OCTOBER 17 AND RUN
THROUGH MARCH 2000. APPLY IN
PERSON AT THE PARKS AND RECREATION OFFICE IN THE WOODLAND
MALL DEADLINE TO APPLY IS OCTOBER 18, 1999. FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL THE PARKS AND RECREATION OFFICE AT 354-6223 exl. 0.
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
The Wood County Senior Cenler needs
volunteers lo deliver meals to homebound
senior citizens in BG. For info call Stefanla e 353-5661.

"111! Spring Break Specials! Bahamas
Party Cruise 5 Days $279! Includes Most
Meals! Awesome Beaches, Nightlife! Panma City, Daylona. South Beach, Florida
$129! springbreaktravel com 1-800-6786386.
COMPUTER FOR SALE
Good first computer for students
Macintosh Centrus 610 computer
with manuals
250 meg Hard Drive, Ram 28meg,
with mouse and extended keyboard.
External 1 gig hard dnve, 80 meg HD
Nee CD Rom Drive
14 inch Apple Plus Color Monitor
US Robotics 56K Modem
All cables including SCSI terminator
Microsoft Windows for Mac: Quicken
and other assorted software.
$600 or best offer.

Call 419-353-9265, Lv message
Ferret for sale, includes cage. $40. King
Snake plus aquarium. $45. 353-1522.
For sale: Bach Stradivarious Bb Tenor
Trombone Used for concert band only.
Excellent condition. Appraised at and asking for 1500 00: Call 353-9265, ask lor
Shannon.
For Sale: Sanyo Microwave used, good
condition. Asking $20 00 obo. Call 3539265, ask for Shannon.
Great Apt. Furniture, great prices
1 cream colored SOFA
1 mauve colored CHAIR
1 wooden wingback TABLE
w/extension board A 6 chairs.
labric covered
1 brass bed HEADBOARD (double
or queen)
Please call 352-9777 after 5pm each day.
Homes Irom $19930 mo. repos, 4%
down. O.K. credit. For Listings & payment
details call 1-800-719-3001 exl H584.
Hondas from $500
Police impounds and tax repos
For listings call 1-800-319-3323 ext 4558
IBM Aptiva 300 MHz PC Office '97 Pro,
Network card, 6 gig hard drive, 96 MB
SDRAM, 2 yrs. on site warranty. Asking
$600. will settle for less.
Email:
schavitObgnel.bgsu edu
Moving sale: stove, dryer, grill, computer,
car stereo/CD player, cellular phone wilh
accessories Call for more info. 352-5829

For Rent
"Houses and apartments. 2000-2001
school year Listing available 24 hrs. al
316 E. Many. »3. Call 353-0325 between
9am-8pm/wiH mail listings. Also 2000 or
2001 second semester apts. available.
1.2,3 Bedroom Apis.
From only
$425
Private Entrance
Patio
Spacious Kitchen
Small Pets Welcome!
Varsity Square Apia.
353-7715
One and two bedroom furnished apartments available now. 352-7454
Unique 2 bdrm apt. Cathedral celling, in
old Victorian house $425/mo * ulil
353-7495 - 420 N. Main St.

Voted Besl Pizza
93-'94« 95-'96-'97« 98- 99

■j Over 3 Million Pizzas Sold .
■ Coupon
Expires
■ 12/31/99
f

Delivery^
353.5166 '
I ■

Free

^*»203 N Main, BG.

IPEBP**J
TaTg
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Serving You

_^J

FEATURING COMICS ■
I FROM HBO, SHOWTIME,!
1 "DAVID LETTERMAN" |
AMD
2 "THE TONIGHT SHOW"!-

HFTERHOURS PARTY

This Week:

AlumnO

\GR£G MORTON]

nortGCOtoing

■
SHOWTIMES
■
I WED & THURS 8 PM I
I FRJ & SAT 8PM & 10:301
2FOR1
ADMISSION W/AD
EXPIRES: 10/8
5319 Heatherdowns at .
Reynolds Rd.
■
Res v. 867-9041
|
$2 admission every Wed. |
w/college IDMust be 18 to enter
Connxrionscomedyclub.comJ

Management Inc.

**•*••***••**

"111! Cancun & Jamaica Spring Break
Specials! 7 Nights Air, Hotel, Meals,
Drinks From $399! 1 ol 6 Small Businesses Recognized lor Outstanding Ethics!
springbreaktravel.com 1-800-678-6386

■■ aaaw

Willow House Apts., 830 4th St.
I bdrms gas, heat, A/C Remodeled.
Starts at $400.Call 353-5800

AfEfcCA
Management Inc.

GYM SUPERVISORS
CITY OF BOWLING GREEN PARKS
AND
RECREATION
DEPARTMENT
SEEKS (2) GYM SUPERVISORS TO
OVERSEE ADULT BASKETBALL AND
VOLLEYBALL LEAGUES AT THE HIGH
SCHOOL AND JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
BEGINNING OCTOBER 17 AND RUNNING THROUGH MARCH 2000. RATE
OF PAY IS $5.60 PER HOUR APPLICANTS MUST BE AVAILABLE EVENINGS FROM 6:00PM TO MIDNIGHT
MONDAY THROUGH THURSDAY, AND
SUNDAY AFTERNOONS FOR VOLLEYBALL. APPLY IN PERSON AT THE
PARKS AND RECREATION OFFICE IN
THE WOODLAND MALL DEADLINE TO
APPLY IS OCTOBER 12, 1999.

Toledo, OH
841-5597

MONTH'S RENT.
NO PETS ALLOWED!!

$$ MANAGE A BUSINESS
ON YOUR CAMPUS SS
Veralty.com an Interne! note taking company Is looking for an entrepreneurial student (0 run our business on your campus.
Manage students, make Ions of money,
excellent opportunity! Apply online
al www.versity.com, contact jobsOversity.com or call (734) 483-1600 ext 888

Spring Break '00
Cancun. Mazallan, or
Jamaica Irom $399
Reps wanted! Sell 15 and travel Iree!
Lowest Prices Guaranleed!!!
Inlo: Call 1-800-446-8355

DEPOSITS EQUAL ONE

•*•*•**•**•••

For Sale

Pagliai's Pizza S. or Campus Pollyeyes
Come eai our Buffet, Pizza Soup & Salad
Eat as much as you wish to aatl
945 S Main
440 E. Court

Management Inc.

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE

Help Wanted

Kappa's'DG's'Alpha Zl'a
Toga' Toga! Grab a sheet and catch a
dale See ya at Greek Goddesses!

Warned ASAP Sblsr! F, own rm, ds lo
campus. Nice & new apt. spacious, Ige
liv rm Good living cond! Call 937-5992636 (collect)

Leasing, starting January!!!

Help Wanted

Personals

Love, your Big
■AOII'AOII'AOII*
Veronica
Don't worry, we'll be great
Good things come lo those who wall.
See you Sunday!
Love, your big
■AOII'AOII'AOII

Find Falcon sports
scores every day in
The BG News

DID YOU KNOW?
About 33% of the heat in U.S. homes
and other buildings escapes through
closed windows ~ an energy loss
equal to all the oil flowing through the
Alaska pipeline every year.1

Sponsored by the Center tor Environmental Programs and your
Campus Recycling Program

Personals

Classified
Ads

Thursday, October 6, 1999

Saturday, October 9,1999
Doors open '* 7:30 p.m.

Kobacker HaU
free- adtnUtiotv

I
1

retail .&(&

Gargoyles
miMei

'I

